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is based on a modular concept and assists in building models of
educational systems. Information gathering projects are needed to
load the modeI, and a project selection model is proposed which helps
select a subset of projects designed .to maximize available resources.
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fl) Performance criteria of the Center in terms of its mission,
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and (3) The project selection procedure will be exemplified with
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PREFACE

During the last several decades, the systems approadkto manage-
ment decision-making has grown increasingly important to many differ-
ent types of institutions. The systems approach has been of importance
in industry for the development and selection of new products, and in
research for the development of new items in technology, including as
perhaps its most prestigious product the successful mission of landing
men on the moon. As our sophistication fn.the use of this approach
grows, we are moving more.and. more toward its use in situations less
clearly defined than simply the cost of developing a new product and
the estimated return from its sale.

This paper represents .an attempt:to carry the systems approach
into the very complex world of educational research and development.
Here, decisions based on costs and returns are much more difficult to
make. The factors influencing any project selection decision in edu-
cational research and development are primarily judgmental, and biases
in judgment can have a very great-effect on not only the development
and selection of a project, but also on its actual outcome. Yet, even
though there are innumerable difficultfes fn the application of systems
management techniques to educational research and_ development, it is
worthwhile to begin work on the adaptation of this approach. The de-
mand on current financial resources for educational research and de-
velopment is already high and the prospects are such that competition
for the research dollar will get even .stiffer. The development of
sound management techniques for the educational research and develop-
ment enterprise could go a long way toward maximizing the effects of
our scarce resources.

The Center extends its appreciation to Dr. Donald W. ilrewes for
his, assistance in providing afrepublication_review of this repor
and to the members of the Center's editorial and technical staff for
their role in preparing the final manuscript for publication.

John K. Coster
Director



SUMMARY

A Research and Development planning system for educational R & D
use is developed in this study. The general R & D planning system con-.
sists of (1) a systematic procedure to formulate research projects and
(2) a systematic procedure to guide in selecting a subset of projects.

The development of a meta model based on theGeneral Purpose Simu-
lation System (GPSS) language dictates the procedure to_formulate proj-
ects. The meta model based on a modular concept is a plan which_assists
investigators in building models. Informationgathering activities
needed to load the GPSS model constitute projects. Projects so gener-
ated can be so numerous that there would not be available resources nec-
essary to carry out all the projects. Hence, a project selection model
4s proposed which would select a subset of projects so as to maximize
the cumulative expected reward within the available resources.

It is also shown in this study how the general R & D planning sys-
tem can be oriented to the Center for Occupational Education. After
forming guidelines for the generation of projects, the effects of chan-
ging variable values on the project selection process are shown using
the computerized project selection procedure.
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INTRODUCTION

The_ last few decades have witnessed an increased emphasis on research
and development activities in almost all sectors of society. While indus-
tries have been concerned with the research and development of new _products
and the improvement of existing ones, _government has been concerned with im-
plementing the concept of research and development in public service agen-
cies such as the Department of Defense and the U. S. Office of Education.
The result has been an increase of research and development centers and
activities in business,industry, and government.

Research and development is regarded as a composite of basic research,
applied research, and development. Research can be defined as "systematic
intensive study directed toward fuller understanding of scientific knowl-
edge of the subject studied" (Perlman, 1963). Within this general state-
ment one can make subtle distinctions between applied and basic research,
principally in terms of motivation and the need for research. Basic research
is primarily concerned with achieving "fuller understanding," whereas
applied research has a "practical" objective invieuthat is', applied re-
search is concerned with exploring the possibilities of applying the knowl-
edge gained through the basic research in product or process development.
Development, as a separate activity, can be defined as "the systematic
use of scientific knowledge directed toward the production of useful
materials, devices, systems, or methods, including design and development
of prototypes and processes" (Perlman, 1963)_

The main objective in the creation of research and development
centers is to produce certain specified results at a particular point in
time. Human and physical resources are mixed to obtain specified re-
sults. In the research and development process a group of people are
engaged over a period of time in a purposeful cooperative endeavor. The
plan of action of the research and development process requires'making the
resources productive. It requires channeling human efforts in the proper
direction. This is accomplished by management processes. Management
processes integrate the unrelated resources into a system for the accom-
plishment of objectives. Management also liolds the responsibility for
converting the provided resources into a valuable product. Management is
necessary for the research and development process; it is indispensable
for accomplishing the desired objectives.

According to Koontz and O'Donnel_(1959_ there are _five management
functions--planning, organizing, staffing, directing, and controlling.
These five terms can be described as follows:

Planning,. Basically,a decision-making problem which involves
choosing aMongvarious alternatives. It i_s the function of selecting
appropriate policies, programs, and procedures to meet the desired
goals of the organization.

Orpnizing. After the programs and procedures are selected,
activities to- achieve the program objectives are determined, groups
of activities are formed, and the groups are assigned to departments.
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The department heads (manage ) are delegated the authority to carry
out the assigned activities. Thus organization deals with systematic
determination and allocation of activities to the prescribed depart-
ments.

§Ifffiaa. Staffing is the managerial function that comprises the
neceSsary activities in manning and keeping manned the positions pro-
vided for by the organization structure.

Direction_. Involves guiding and supervising subordinates.

Control_. Basically an evaluative function; serves to compel
conforftation to plans of action.

Although the five functions are listed and described separately,
should be remembered that they are not independent activities; nor is
any exact time sequence implied.

Educational Research and Development

Educational research and development centers have been established
to allow programmatic thrusts directed toward finding solutions to prob-
lems.' Most of the educational research and development centers are ful-
ly or partially dependent upon the government_and/or private agencies for
their survival and stability, The educational research and development
centers supported by the U. S. Office of Education are funded originally
for five years, but with the premise that excellence of contributions
would likely warrant extensions of the grant for another five years'. In

other words, if the outcomes of the projects undertaken by a center are
not in line with what is expected of the center, namely the mission of
the center, the financial grants May not be extended. The demand .for
program relevance has created many problems for research and development
project management.

Almost all research and development cente s have experienced diffi-
culties in making decisions on which projects to undertake. Brownell

(1968) contends that many educational research and development centers
do not possess or do not delineate the bases or procedures for making
decisions to determine what projects to undertake. Bloom (1968) attributes
this difficulty to the complications in securing a clear focus on the
missions, problems, and procedures. -The demarcation of an area, for
example, has'sometimes meant that any problem that falls within the area
iS related to the mission if there is considerable diffusion, the pur-
pose of an organization will be diluted and sometimes lost

-R1-eference is made to the research and development centers established
by the U. S. Office of Education under the Cooperative Research Act and
Section 4(c) of the Vocational Education Act 7, 1963.



Another. problem facing-the educational research and development
centersis.the fact that presently many research works in education are
carried-out by persons with.varied disciplinary backgrounds. The re-
sult has been a mix of conclusions which could not be readily matched
or intermingled to produce a satisfactory solution to a problem. What is
needed are neat arrangements through simplified, orderly presentations
of information. This calls for a unified, integrated system suitable
for any educational application. The present paper is addressed to
the development of such an overall planning system suitable for research
and development organizations. Its objective is to present a research
and development planning system which offers promise for a programmatic
thrust of the research and development activities. In this connection,
some of the procedures and practices that are recently being.highlighted
can demonstrate usefulness for educational research and development.
centers.



Systems Ph-losophy of Management

The five managerial functionsplanning, organizing, staffing,
directing, and controlling--are simplified when the assigned person-
nel can focus their attention upon a narrowly defined, explicit task.
However, when the tasks become complex where specialization of func-
tions is required, it becoMes necessary to integrate the area into an
effective whole. For example, a director who is in charne of a multi-
million dollar research and development organization (NA5A) has a more
complex job than a manager whose functions are well defined and explic-
it. The manager who is in charge of complex managerial functions faces
the problems of relevance to stated objectives, the development and
choice of clear alternatives, the balance and integration of plans and
operating systems--alipart of what might be called a "systems
philosophy of management.

The systems approach is not a method, a technique, or a set of
techniques. It is a concept, or a way of viewing a problem; a way
to investigate alternative solutions for complex problems under uncer-
tainty. It is not a technique to solve problems, but rather a means to
look at problems in their total context. As such, one cannot expect that
the systems approach can solve all problems at all times. This blunt
fact is necessary to understand the role of the systems approach properly.

Primarily, the systems concept provides 4 way of thinking abbut the
job of management. It helps to prepare a frameworkJor visualizing in-
ternal and external factors affecting the organization as an integrated
whole, and for recognition of the proper role and functions of sub-
systems. One can think of a system "as an organized or complex whole,
an assemblage or combination of things or parts forming a complex or
unitary whole" (Kast and Rosenzweig, 1962)

The systems approach helps to view the research and development
process as an entity and not simply as a combination of some research
and some developmental activities. Prearch and development is thus
considered as a set of interrelated processes for dealing with problems.
Coordinated efforts are required in solving the problems. Channeling of
the coordinated efforts sets forth a need for competent management
within the research and development process itself.. A..competent re-
search and development management combines the available human and ma-
terial resources and integrates the research and development activities.

The major functions of research and development management, accord-
ing to Gilford and Novits (1965) are: identification .and formulation of
critical research problems, selection of prOjects, organizing and direc-
ting of.-.personnel to perform research activities., identifying and ex-
ploiting promising lines of inquiry, appraising project status and prog-
ress, evaluating personnel and output, communicating results, and devel-
oping implications for further scientific progress or for technological
utilization.
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The necessity for an integrated effective whble of activities,
arising from the complexity of managerial functions, leads to the con-
cept of _systems management. Systems management is primarily a manage-
rial and organizational concept adapting the managerial functions men-
tioned above to complex interfunctional and interorganizational relation-
ships. The systems management runs under a variety _of names, .such_as
Program Management or Program, Planning and Budgeting syttem (PPBS).
Basically, it is the philosophy of the integration of all the activities
necessary to the accomplishment of the primary goals and objectives.
It is based upon the integrative and coordinative activities of focus-
ing a myriad of functions on the accomplishment of total organizational
goals Kast and Rosenzweig, 1962

System_App::oach_and R &_D_ Management

The science of project management was so ably applied at NASA_,
where the successful completion of the mission of landing men on the
moon was accomplished within a decade of initiation of the program,
that it has become invaluable to other R & D centers, particularly to
educational R & D centers which are in their infant stage.

Von 9raun (1963) provided a detailed discussion of the organization
and management of the Marshall Space Flight Center which was assigned
the responsibility of executing the program. The key to success, accord-
ing to von Braun, has been the creation of a Central Planning Office.
The main objectives in establishing this office were "to assist top
management by providing consolidated overall pl_anning, closer program
coordination, and increased management data and support."

When diversification of projects appeared, the top administrator
was faced with the need to bring the management responsibility back in-
to sharp focus, to fuse talents and skills into an easily identifiable
pattern and recognizable personality, and to get-swift and,firm-action and
considered decisions. The solution to the problem was accomplished us-
ing the concept of project management.

Good project management practices start with careful planning. Plan-
ning is the construction of an operating, program that is comprehensive
enough to cover all phases of operation. It must_also be detailed enough
so that specific attention can be given to its fulfillment in controllable
segments. Fundamental planning usUally requires the-kind of background
study that is possible only through_full7time effort, painstaking research,
and application of specialized skills and techniques (Rosenfield and Smith,
1967). There are basically seven functions of planning in theyast major-
ity of departmental R & D organizations according to Rosenfield_and Smith
(1967). They are: (1) project selection, (2)_project review, (3) liaison
and communications, (4) budget preparation, (5) long-range preparation,
(6) manpower provision, and (7) organizational analysis.

Project.selection refers to initiation of projects. The initiation
of p ojects is the most critical planning responsibility in many R & D
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organizations. The accelerating cost of research and development places
a premium on careful screening of projects to assure the greatest return.

Before the.projects are initiated they are reviewed to determine
the success probabilities. During this process, various alternative ave-
nues of attaining the project objectives and their relative merits are
estimated.

Liaison and communication function of the planning helps to inte-
grate the diversified activities and serves as a source of in ormation
on varied research activities.

The annual budget is a plan of action expressed in terms of dollars
and manpower. As such the budget is an accounting process which generates
estimates of resources required to carry out the projects.

Long-range planning is usually based on forecasted information. It

projects the possible future programs and resources (money and manpower)
requirements.

Manpower position refers to the process of determining what type of
peuple are needed, in what numbers, and at what cost. The planning is
done on both a short-term and a long-term basis.

Organizational analysis is the process used to analyze and evaluate
the whole organizational structure to determine if the organizational
structure and the people in it produce a compatible system.

For the purposes of this study, the functions of the program manage-
ment can conveniently be encompassed under three main headings: (1) Plan-
ning, (2) Execution, and (3) Review.

Planning consists of (a) specifying the work to be done, (b) gener-
ating a set of projects, (c) estimating the cost and manpower requirements
for the projects, and (d) developing project selection procedures to opti-
mize the return for resources expended.

Actual project activities are carried out in the execution phase.
This includes (a) selection of the personnel to activate the projects,
(b) preparation of a project procedural statement by the project direc-
tor covering technical aspects involved in the execution of the projects,
(c) evaluation of the project statement in terms of sound methodology,
data collection and analysis, relevance to the specifications, etc., and
(d) execution of the project work.

Under project review and evaluation the progress of the project is
monitored.. The continual flow of informatin provides the management
decision-maker a basis for deciding whether to continue, to modify, or
to terminate a project.



Scope_of.the_ Study

Chase (1970) states that the concept cif large-scale research and
development as a systematic approach to the attainment of educational
goals is relatively new, although there has been a recent proliferation
of organizations for this purpose. As educational R & D organizations
are in their infancy, any attempt to develop management systems is only
at a developmental stage. This study represents an attempt to develop
the rudiments of a project management system suitable for use in edu-
cational R & D centers.

The implementation of a management sytem at educational R & D cen-
ters is assumed to offer promise as a means of integrating the efforts
and focusing the impact of these centers on educational innovations. How-
ever, the development of a total management system requires extensive commit-
ment of efforts and resources. Consequently, the scope of the present
study centers on the first phase of a project management system, namely
"planning."

The project is divided into two parts. A set of objectives is speci-
fied for each part. Part 1 is the developmental phase of the project.
The attendant objective is to produce a general program planning system.

Part II is the testing phase of the project, and the ensuing objec-
tive is ,to develop a specific procedure that can be adopted at the Center
for Occupational Education, North Carolina State University, which will
serve as a testing site for the procedures developed in Phase I.

The first set of objectives deals with the development of pro. ect
p anning systems that can be used at the educational R & D centers.

The specific objectives in this phase are:

1. Development of a procedure which can be used to generate
projects.

This involves the development of a meta model for building models
educational systems. The development of the meta model will be based
on a modular concept that can satisfy the requirements for model build-
ing. The modular concept will base on one of the. 'computer simulation
languages. The meta model will list questions to be asked in building
models and supplying answers ta these questions will result in a specific
model. The list of ingredients that are necessary to build models will
be listed in the meta model.

Answers to the questions, that is, the collection of necessary and
required information for model building, will help to formulate projects.
The nmber of projects so formulated may require a greater amount of.re-
sources than the available resources. Hence, a procedure will be required
to select a subset of projects that will yield optimum payoffs forthe
available resources.



2 Development of a project selection model that will help to maxi-
mize the expected payoffs for the research and development efforts
within resources constraints.

Quantitative methods, particularly the operations research techniques,
will be explored in developing the selection procedure. Various models in
the literature will.be examined in terms_ of endogenous and-exogenous
variables and associated measurement problems. Feasibility of apply-
ing the existing models to the domain of educational research will be
studied. If necessary, one or more existing models will be modified to
suit the purpose.

The second phase of this study deals with field-testing the proced-
ures developed in the first phase in order to ascertain their generaliza-
bility. The Center for Occupational Education at the North Carolina State
University will serve as a testing site. The set of objectives in'this
phase are:

1. Delimiting the performance cri e ia of the Center in terms of
its mission, goals, and objectives.

The director of the Center will be conferred with in specifying the
mission, goals, and objectives of the Center. _Expert opinions available
in the literature will be given due consideration in delineating the mis-
sion, goals, and objectives of the Center.

2. Developing a specific approach for generating projects for the
Center in accordance with the goal areas.

A schematic representation of the planning system will be presented.
The planning sys em will incorporate the principles developed in the first
phase.

3 Exemplifying the project selection procedure with illus._rations.

A set of-data will be artificially generated to illustrate the proj-
ect selection procedure. The data will be generated in such a_way as to
demonstrate the full implication ofithe project selection model. The
project selection procedure will be computerized. A computer program
will be written, incorporating the algorithm for solving the project
selection model.
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R & D PLANNING SYSTEM FOR EDUCATION

Planning is one of the most important tasks of an R & D manager.
Planning is necessary for roordinated activities of a concentrated pur-
pose. Without good plamiing the purpose may be diluted and sometimes
lost. Planning also serves_as a vehicle for controlling theactivities
Any activity that is of useless nature can be detected and eliminated.
Necessary activities are identified and carried on. Thus, planning is
a vital and integral part of R & D management.

As generally used, the term planning refers to the development of
detailed method, formulated beforehand for doing or mAing something.
Hence, a scheme is required to categorize, determine, derive, specify
or formulate R & D activities. For our purpose, planning can be de-
fined as the construction of an operating program_that is comprehensive
enough to cover all phases of R & D activities. A systematic approach
to planning recognizes two key schemes: (1) a scheme to identify R & D
projects, and (2) a formula to select projects from all identified proj-
ects within the resources available.

The R & D process being-defined as a system has its mission. Although
the mission of the educational R &.D process may varY0 it is not un-
reasonable to assume that a plausible mission is to offer innovative
changes for better educational processes or educational systems. Incor-

porating this fundamental assumption, planning of educational R & D
should offer promise for a programmatic thrust in solving the problems.
The planning system starts with a procedure to systematize the formula-
tion of projects.. As the financial resources and other resources are
limited, it is.also desirable to have a decision-making procedure to
select projectS. The selection procedure should be such that the cum-
ulative expected return from the selected projects is optimum for the
resources expended.

Generation of ProJe4s

The machinery for generation of the educational R & D projects
should be based on what is expected of the educational R & D organiza-
tions. Chase (1970) has indicated that the educational R & D organ-
izations were started with a promise "to provide educational agencies
with carefully-designed and tested products, procedures, and systems ap-
propriate to their- goals apd function."

In solving problems, educational researchers have relied many times
on-clasSical Statistical techniques. It is not unsound judgmenttO rely
on statistical- techniques -when the extraneous variables can be Controlled.
To this extent, results from the. Statistical analysis are valid when the
extraneous sources of variations are controlled as in laboratory experi-
ments... Controlling the- variable many. AlMes .eliminates interetting and
valuable variables from study. Thts may result in false concliisions
which would become evident when the conclusions drawn from the statisti-
cal analysis do not conform' to actual experience. . If the results of the
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analysis do not conform to actual experience,.the investigators often may
not know where_to turn for evaluation of-conditions which determine the
success or failure of the solution to. problems. Even the skill in sam-
pling techniques and experience in multivariate analysis still restrict
the investigators to research designs which have conditions that cannot
be approximated as in real settings. In this respect the systems ap-
proach is very appealing.

The systems approach helps to view problems in their contexts. The
problems and solutions to the problem are almays entertained in relation
to total situations. All important variables are given due considerations.
Possible alternatives for solutions are explored.' The problems.are analyzed
in their total environment. Contrary_to the case of statistical analytic
tools, the variables can be varied and/or controlled as the situations
warrant. This helps the decision-maker to evaluate the various effects of
solutions on the total systems. To understand R & in its'Oerspettiye
as a system one has to understand wtiat can be caTled "General Systems
Theory" GST)-

logy

A whole which functions as a whole by virtue of the interdependence
of its parts is called a system. To restrict it in the realm of scien-
tific thought, Hall and Fagen (1968).define a system as a set of objects
together with the relationships between the objects and between their
attributes. The definition implies .that a system has properties, func-
tions, and purposes distinct from its constituent objects, relationships,
and attributes. Objects are simply the parts or components of_a system.
The objects may be physical such as men, equipment, etc., or _abstract
such as_mathematical variables, rules, andTlaws, etc. .Attributes are
properties of objects'. For example, stars have properties of temperature,
velocity, etc. The relationships are thoSe that "tie the system together."
It is, in fact, these relationships that make the notion of-a system
useful. The method which aims at discovering_how this is brought about
in the widest variety of systems has been called General Systems Theory.

In applying GST one has .tp define the system under study. The
term system covers a wide range of phenomena. We speak, for example, of
philosophical systems, number systems, communication systems, control
systems, and educational systems. Some of theseare_ conceptual con-
structs and others are physical entities. The following three notions
ofsystems are often confused and never are precisely distinguished:
(a) conceptual systems, i.e., formulizations.in the sense'ordinarilyeM-
ployed in mathematics, (U) "real.systems,"_living Or non-living,
objects in .physical Space-time which are observed and measured .olqiari-
ly by methOds and procedures .common to the natural sciences, and (c) ab-
stracted systeMS, either-relationships of-varibus Parts or clasSes of-be-
haviormhich can be identified ini-or exist between "real" systems.

_For our purposes, we are interested' only in those syStems which
display activities. Thus we are concerned wi h "behavioral" systems
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which are dynamic in time. Behavior is defined in terms of energy ex-
change within a system or between systems_resulting. in movements. The
essential characteristic of a behavioral (dynamic) systeM is that it
consists of parts, each of which displays behavior. We can further nar-
row it down to those dynamic systems which are controlled by human be-
ings. Consequently, the solar system, for example, even though it is a
behavioral system, is not a part of the subject matter of our-system
research. Thus the systems under study are behavioral systems where the
human beings are slne 1,1 ppp,

Again, we are not interested 1 all systems where the humans are in-
volved. Our concern is only with,those systems that offer services to
the society--satisfying the needs of.the_society. Further, we limit our-
selves to those systems that are culturally based and maintained to pro-
vide differentiated services and/or to perform-specialized functions for
society, particularly the need,for human resource potential development
(Miller, 1968). This brings the educational system into sharp focus.
The educational system is one that satisfies the above mentioned criteria
while eliminating other societal systems such as health care, militarY
systems and such others.

Once the system under study is defined, the next phase is to decide
the type of study. There are three terms tagged to the word "system":
analysis, evaluation, and development (design or redesign).

s'ems_ Analysis_

Systems analysis yields as accurate a picture as possible of the
structure'and functions ofthe system--of the way the system is put to-
gether and of the processes that go on in the system. It tells the in-
vestigator what the system is .about- and what it does. The information
is obtained following two stages: namely, (1) assessment, and '(2) de-
scription.

The assessment phase consists: of (1) specifying the dimensionality
of system outputs, and (2) developing means of measuring system perform-
ance. Description provides a detailed accounting of environmental in-
fluences and constraints as well as relations batween components, re-
sources, and the decision-making powers wherein the performance of each
component is incorporated'iritO decisions regulating-the performance of
the total project complex..

Assessment, To assess what the system is about one should know the
performa0Ce-of the systeM. System performance has meaning in the context
of three_ mutually dependentterms; mission, gpals, and objectives. Mis-
sion is the ultimate aim of the system. Mission is Conceived:in terms of
the ultimate purpose of the:system which is accomplished in its termihal
phase. The system implements this UltiMate purpose through a=series of
preliminary activities performed through time and phases.. As such, the
mission ls achieved through desired outcomes overtime and- phases., De-
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sired outcomes are the goals of the system. _Those functions which assign
utility (desirability) to outcomes are termed criterion measures.

System goals are the resultants of system-environment interaction.
Each goal is assumed to have measurable_units. Accomplishing the cri-
terion level of measurable units of goals produces objeCtives or system_
outputs. The outputs react with environmental states to produce desired
outcomes.

Objectives are defined as desired _states_of criterion measures of
performance. They are some precise and specific.measures of goals. They
indicate the system performance in measurable units, or how well the sys-
tem is progressing toward attaining the goals. Schematically the inter-
relationships between objectives, goals, and mission are presented in
Figure 1

Description_. A system is usually described in terms of_its environ-
ment, comp-Me-tits, resources, and management (Churchman, 1968). Description
of the system leads one to understand the internal structure and mecha-
nisms of the system. It actually helps one to comprehend the constitu-
tion and compositions of the systems. A system is always viewed in re-
lation to its environment.

Each system may be said to exist within a specific environment. The
environment is usually considered as being external to the system, and is
defined as a set of all objects, within some specific limit, that.may con-
ceivably have bearing upon the operations of the system. The delimiting
factor of what constitutes an environment for a particular system depends
on which objects are and are not to be considered part of the system. This
is no easy matter to determine. In this context it is useful to consider
bdo points of view: (1) Churchman's and (2) von Bertalanffy's.

Following Churchman's (1968) concept, the environment imposes constraints
on the system. The system can do relatively little about the behavior of
the environment. Environment, in effect, makes up the things and people
that are "fixed" or "given" from the system's point of view. The environ-
ment assigns parametric values to the system operation and components.

We must keep in mind key words such as Restriction, Boundary, and
Constraints. Restrictions are the sum of rules, regulations, and self-
imposed or ext-677-071:75Fi'sed guidelines that bound the system. The con-
cept of boundar_ prescribes a limitation within which the objects, attri-
butes, andthefr relationships are adequately explained. Constraints are
the conditions that limit and describe how the objectives are to be -

tained.

According to von Bertalanffy (1969), for a:given system the environment
is the set of all objects, a:change in whose attributes affects':the system
and also those objects whose attributes are affected.by the:behavior of
the system. Fagpn and. Hall (1968), deScribtng Von Bertalanffy's concept-
note that a system together with its environment makes up the uhiverse-of
all things of interest in a given context, Subdivision of this universe
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into two sets, system and, environment, can be done in many ways which are
in fact quite arbitrary. Ultimately, it depends on the intentions of the
one who is studying the particular universe as to which of the possible
configurations of objects is to be taken as the system. The concept of
environment is used in classifying systems into "open" systems and "close
systems.

0 en systems are typical of those found in the natural cate ory. An

open SYttem tra es its materials or energies with the environment in
regular and understandable manner. Most business activities are conducted
in an environment of an open system. _Opposed to this are closed systems,
which operate with relatively little interchange of either energy or ma-
terials with the environment.

It can be noted that von Bertalanffy's definition does not really con-
tradict that of Churchman. They 'talk about two different types of environ-
ments. Churchman's concept ofenvironment.in_terms of constraints hOlds
Arue for ail systems--both open systems and closed systems. However,_von
Bertalanffy uses the environment to indicate the attribute of the whole
system with respect .to its interaction with the environment; that is,
von Bertalanffy's conception helps one to distinguish an open system and
a closed system

In a typical open system, the performance of the.system in terms of
its mission is stationary for a given time. The mission of the system--
thus the goals--can be subject to change as situations warrant. The
mission is amenable to change according to changes in the environment.
As the open system's performance affects (alters) the attributes of the
environment, the environment's control is also affected. So, it is nec-
essary to utilize the concept of the feed-back loop when one describes
an open system. The concept of feed-back loops is depicted in Figure 2.

Feed-back loops operate in situations where the outputs froM the
system are.responsible for modification of the system's future outputs.
In.these situations, the mission of the system is not stationary. The

mission of the system is susceptible to change. The change is due..to
changes in the attributes of the environment, and the environmental
change occurs as a result of the system outputs.

For the_purpose of this.study it seems necessary to define both
types of environment. Themission of the educational systems is deter-
mined by Churchman's type of environment. The outputs of the educational
systems are designed to effect von Bertalanffy's type of environment. Be-
sides, the mission of the educational system is to satisfy the needs .of
the society (environment), and the society determihes the miSsiOn ofthe
system. Any change in needs of the environment (society) will result _in
changes of the system mission. Hence, it is appropriate to understand
both types of environment,

Respurces. Resources are those services such as humans and materials
that are necessary for system performances Resources are synonymous with
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facilities Resources are directly under the control of the system. The
system can use the resources any way it wants to attain the overall ob-
jective. The resources are men., materials, equipment., capital, and time.
Main resources are offered by the environment, and subsidiary resources
are developed within the system itself (e..a., computer facility). Main_

resources are those without which the system cannot function, for example,
capital.

All types of resources have limitations in --heir capacities. These
capacities might be either true limitations or arbitrary limitations as-
signed by the environment or within the system itself. For example, hu-
man labor may be limited to eight hours a day as set by the labor depart-
ment, which is arbitrary. However, the capacity .of a computer may be
limited to some finite memory core_storage. Similarly, the wage for the
human resources may be a standard determined within the system.

The system has to operate within the limitations on the main re-
sources, imposed by the environment. Limitations on main resources are
usually infleXible. Sometimes resources are differentiated from facili-
ties. The facilities are those which are immovables such as buildings,
space areas, or lighting in the buildings. The resources are movables
such as typewriters, men, and machines, etc. As such, increments in
capacities in facilities would require more energy expenditure and money
than the resources. Again, increasing the resource capacities is easier
than increasing the facilities.

The resources cannot be increased indefinitely without increasing
the facilities. For example, the number of men -and machines can be in-
creased only up to what the facility (the .building) can accommodate. In

order to increase the number of men and machines, the capacity of the
building also should be increased. Thus, some of the resources are de-
pendent on the facilities.

For our purpose it may be worthwhile not to differentiate between_
the facilities and the resources, but rather to encompass both under the
general concept of resources. Resources then can be divided as immovable,
movable, intangible, and tangible resources.. -immovable resources are those
resources which cannot be easily moved and those whose capacity Can be,
increased only with considerable investments. Movable resources can be
added with less difficulty and are adequately available when necessary,
such as personnel, office machines, etc Intangible resources are those
which are called main resources allotted by the environment, such as
capital. Tangible resources are_those which car' be manipulated at dis-
cretion-by the system. For example, the total Money available may not
be_increased at the system's will, but the system can dispense the avail-
able money.

cprflEp_p_Tliti. The next aspect of the system is its components. Sys-
tem coMpbbentt refer to those .floperations" or functions that are neces-
sary for total system performance. Components and subsystems are syn-
onymous.
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Subsystems are divided into (a) prtmary.and (b) secondary. Primary
subsystems are those whoseiperformance is_critical to total system per-
formance. They are central to the operations. The secondary subsystems
are satellite to the central operation.

(In business and industriesoome investigators have used subsystems
or components synonymous to_divisions or departments of an organization.
For our-purpose, particularlyAn education, the nomenclature of depart-
ments or divisions moy be misleading because all the departments hold
primarily the function of teaching.

Relationships in a sYstem are often referred to in terms ofAnter-,
connettiOn-betWeen objects -or parts of the systems. Particularly, de-
pendencies'of-activitles of some parts on other parts, and interdepend-
encies between parts for theiractivities are described often as rela-
tionships. The relationships are essential for the system activity.
This is what keeps the system meaningful. Without the notion of rela-
tionships, the concept of systems is meaningless.

Refinement in the definition of relationship is necessary to suit
our pUrpose and the way a system is. viewed. For our Purpose, relation-
ships are defined as dependencies between components. As stated_earlier,
components refer to functions or operations in a system_. Accordingly,
relationships have meaning with reSpect to_function rather than Objects.
Thus we are interested in functional relationships rather than relation-
ships between .materials or objects. Relationships between processes
rather than products (materials) are stTessed.

Management. 'The management as part .of the system deals with maintain ng
the acttVities of-the system so as to- achieve the mission. It is the in-
ternal regulating agency which not only controls but alSo, if necessary,
modifies the components. It-establishes the internal constraints and
standard§ -(criterii) for 'the subsystem performance. It serves as infor-
mation storage and communication .media between subsystems. Thus it sets
the component goals, allocates the resources, and controls the system
performance. its main task is to supervise And monitor the system ac-
tivities.

System Eval uation

System evaluation deals with measurement problems of the system.
The evaluation .study gives .a measure ora set .of measureson the system
performance--how well the,syStem servesits mission. Tt tells one what
the system accomplishes,and.how. well At.fUlfillsits mission. As.sUch,
the system analysis is'prerequisite. to evaluation. One has to know the
desired performance levels and actual performanceleVels. Measuresof
performance-of the system and its subsystems are needed to find Outhow
the system performs under-actual .operating tonditions. HThese measures,
can be selected intelligently only from the information furnished in a
system analysis..
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The evaluation phase of the cybernetic management cycle consists of
three stage's: (1) establishing criteria which, as previously defined,
assign levels of desirability (utility) to.output and outcome states,
(2) comparison of desired output states with the assessed states as de-
termined in the analysis phase, and (3) identification of those indicator
variables that fall within the desired range.

em.Develppment_

In the engineering field, system development usually deals with the
problem of designing new systems. However,:for.our, purpose, system_de-
velopment means redesigning those systems that do not meet acceptable
levels of performance. It-represents an attempt to solve a continuing
series of problems by planning, gathering information, making decisions,
solying problems, communicating information, and implementing decisions.
Modification or redesigning of-an existing .system is_preceded by system
evaluation which, in turn, is preceded by system analysis.

The design phase provides for the judgments regarding whether those_
systems that do not achieve the desired outputs and outcome states should
be eliminated or modified. Planning at this phase requires specification
of a set of alternatives and a procedure for selection of an alternative
system arrangement that appears to complement system. goals.

After the system is properly defined and the tYpe of system study
is chosen, what an investigator needs is a tool to carry out the study.
The tool that is available for system studies is models. As Chapanis
1961) defines it, a model presents only an "as if" situation of a sys-

tem. A model is-an aid to representing a system. Models are symbolic,
tools, the tools that one uses in attempting to determine if the combi-
nation of the data and the condition is sufficient to explain the observed
phenomenon.

Models

Needs for Models

In assessing and.evalua ing the activities of the USOE- funded re-
searchand development centers, Brownell (1968) declares that many small
projects are undertaken and treated .as completed once the final reports
are prepared, without solVing the problem. He-notes that a large..number
of the projects did not make clear how their'objectives.. were..related to
the missions ofthe organizatibns. Brdwnell suggests establishing
ty control procedures asAn consumer-product industries. 'Before-the
products are available for imPlementing in school systems,.the center
should be responsible for chedking and .double-checking the base data,
procedUres, interpretation of data,.and the conclusions of the .projects
as to accuracy, reliability, and validity. Thework being- carried out
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at the centers should concentrate on the problem existing in the school
systems. Brownell questions the adequacy of knowledge that the re-
searchers possess in regard to the school system. He feels that re-
searchers are assuming that they know more about school practicethan
they really do. He advises that researchers should be aware of (1) the
range in practices which exists between school_systems and within a school
system, and (2) the interrelatedness of variables with which a school sys-
tem and an individual deal which may influence pupil behavior, staff per-
formance, community attitude, costs, preparation, and record-keeping time
for a teacher.

Taking a similar view, Bloom (1968) suggests that the reason_ the
performance of the centers is not at par can be attributed to their

failure to build dynamic models. Models are the symbolic tools of the sys-
tem under study, the tools that one uses in attempting to determine if the
combination of the data and the condition is sufficient to:explain the ob-
served phenomenon. The goal in model-building is to construct a reliable
representation of the system. Models not only help one to visualize the
systems; appropriately constructed models also Inditate the outputs as

a result of changes in variables.

Descriptive
$_

There are basically two types of models: descriptive and analytic.
The descriptive model is a pictorial or conceptual representation of the
components, indicating the relationships between them without specifying
the nature and extent of relationships; no.overall system performance is
mentioned. A descriptive model will facilitate knowing the starting
point in the system analysis. It also helps to put the information to-
gether.

Descriptive models help to determine the success_or failure of the
system analYsis. The success or failure rests only with the.investigator
in dealing with the total problem. The success of system analysis _and
the validity of its solutions are.influenced by_the ability of the-inves-
tigator to represent the real world of the problem in symbolic form._ The_
systems analyst moves from the real world to various symbolic tools (models)

to analyze what is observed. The product from a system analytic study is
the construction of a reliable representation of:the system. This brings

up the second type of model-analytic models.

APalYt1090),

An analytic model or a dynamic model realistically imitates the sys-
tem being studied. The five aspects ofthe system-7-performance, environ-.
ment,.resources, components, and management--(Churchman, 1968) are ex-
pressed such that an analytic model can be constructed. Whenthis is done,
components are expressed in terms of their significant attributes.. En-

vironmental constraints are then defined, and the resources .are described
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in terms of feasibility and accessibility. Finally, management con_ ols
are developed and desCribed.

P_roblems iR System;;_. Redesign.

It is expensive and risky to_experiment with_ the real system for the
purpose of redesigning it. The clients do have the right to know the
validity of the solutions. They would also like to know the alternatives.
However, it is almost impossible to experiment with the real systems on
site without the risk of breakdown of the system and high cost. So what
is needed is a procedure which will circumvent direct interference in the
real system.

The simulation process can help to avoid the direct confrontation
with the real situation. The key element_in the simulation process is
a model which can be one of three_approaches: constructing a physical
representation, applying mathemat cal expressions, or using a dynamic
model.

Types _of. Simulation_Approaches

The traditional and perhaps most familiar approach is using a physi-
c& representation that can be readily manipulated. The wind-tunnel,
long used in aeronautical engineering to study the behavior of aircraft
under varying flight conditions, is an example of a physical model. Physi-
cal models, despite,soMe obvious advantages, are not usually economical
and are ttme-consuming to constructand experiment with. A mathematical
model .is usually given in the form of sets of equations., expressing a
system's. characteristics. It contains a very high level of abstraction.
The problem in the "behavioral" systems where humans are part of the
components may involve many Variables, many 'parameters, .and functIons Which
are not well-behaved mathematically. Hence, these problems make it
extremely difficult to find solutions for the exact mathematical models.
For the "behavioral" systems, simulation using dynamic models.seems to
be promising.

The dynamic model indicates not only what changes occur in parts of
the model as a result of a change in one 'part, butalso how changes take
place. Similarly it will help tO show what changes have to take place
in order to get certain outputs. In other words the dynamic models are
simulatables The description covers the interactions between the variables,
the attributes of the variables, and the constraints which limit the sys-
tem performance.

Need for = Meta Model

From the statementsmade by Brownell and by Bloom, it Is clear that
the US0t-fUnded R & D centersshould Concentr'ate on deVeloOing dynamic'
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models. However, as Bloom 1968) states:

It is not entirely clear whether the difficulties in
developing such theories or models is attributable to the
present stage of thinking in the field of education or
whether it is attributable to the inability of .particular
teams of workers to think through a dynamic model or theory
which they can use as a first approximation of the phenom-
enon they are studying.

Whatever the difficulty is attributable to, it is imperative that something
should be done to tackle the problem. One way to alleviate the present
situation is to provide a plan which could assist investigators in_build-
ing models. The investigators can follow through the steps in building
models. At each step the investigators can think through the problems
and the information required in building models. This .will_enhance their
thinking process in the field of education in.terms of model construction.
This plao will systematically suggest, activities that are sine 9ue,
n_on for model building. These prerequisites serve to generate projects.
The-development of such a system--a "meta model" is proposed in this study.

Meta Model

It is clear from Brownell's and Blows statements that the edu-
cational R & D organizations should concentrate on building models. A
scrutiny of their statements reveals that the models which the educational
R & D organizations should concentrate on are dynamic models. As stated
earlier, the present lack of training on the'pat't cif educational inl:testiga-
tors in building models requires aready-made procedure to build models,
particularly models that are amenable to computer simulation.

One way to tackle the problem of building simulatable models is:to
determine what is needed for communicating with the computers. Once.the
means ,of communication process is established, i,e,, the appropriate
language is chosen, then corresponding requireminTs (input) to the lan-
guage will pave the way for the model-building. That is, it is reason-
able to suppose that there is a one-to-one correspondence between load-
ing the language and model-building. Thus, the computer simulation lan-
guage and model-building are isomorphic to each other.

Computer and Simulations

The problem is to find a way to activate the analytic model- in.the
simulation .process. Ways .and means of conducting vie iirMilation.process are
becbming relatively simple. Using computers,'modelt of-existing and pro-
posed complex systems can be experimented upon Without the high cost,risk,
and expenditure of time involved in experimenting.with the real processes.
Hypotheses can be formulated and tested .using simUlatiOn processes on com-
p6ters, and decisions, rules and alternatives can be obtained, evaluated,
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and compared. More ready and time y fo ecaSting and projecting into the
future may be accomplished.

In order to use a computer, the investigator must be able to com-
municate with the computers through computer_languages. Very often the
computer languages that are used for simulation purposes are classified
into_two major types: continuous-change models and discrete change
models.

Teichrew and Lubin (1966 ) describe each type as follows: Continuous-
change models are used when the system under study shows a continuous flow'
of information or materials counted in the aggregate rather than as indi-
vidual items. The systems are usually represented in mathematical equa-
tions that describe rates of change of the variables over time. Such
models are generally used to describe electronic or mechanical systems.
The simulation process requires special type computers such as analog or
aMbilog computers. On the other hand, the discrete-change models do not
require any special devices other than general purpose digital computers.

In discrete-change models, the change in the state of the system is
conceptualized as discrete. The components of the system perform defi-
nite and prescribed function3; inputs flow through from one component to
another, requiring that some ,activity take place at each component; and
the components have limited facility (resources) for their activities.

It is assumed that behavioral systems can adequately be explained
by discrete-change models. The behavior can be treated as discrete over
time without losing much information about the performance. It can rea-
sonably beassumed that the behavior is not continuoUsly changing but
rather changing over discrete time units. Another advantage of_treating
behavioral Systems as discrete-change systems is that the simulation
processes can be carried out without.much ado because the general purpose
computers are more conveniently accessible. Simulation languages which
are well authenticated for thediscrete-change models are available at
various levels of sophistication.

.SimOatipn L_arkgp_ws

There are a substantial number of.simulation languages for discrete
models. Each of the languages offers some features suitable for the par-
ticular problem or :lass of problems at hand. Six major languages are
GPSS, CORC, CLP, GASP, SIMSCRIPT and CSL. The investigator has to be se-
lective in choosing a language.according to the-nature of his problem.
For our purpose, the .GPSS seems to be quite.appropriate, since it is prob-
ably the most versatile and widely used. It-is provided and maintained by
the largest manufacturer of elettroniC computers, IBMi.and it is currently
used by many computing centers, particularly in university situations.

The GPSS or General Purpose Simulation System, consiSts of, a pack-
age of subroutines which are.called blocks. Each block stands for a
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specific operation. The blocks are arranged in a particular order specifying
the relationships between blocks, and the arrangement of blocks form the
system.

The user, i.e., the model builder, need not have prior programming
experience or knoWledge of the computer used. _What he has to do is arrange
the blocks in such a way that the arrangement imitates the system under
study. Thus model building is basically the arrangement of the GPSS blocks.

The GPSS is most suitable for modeling input-output systems. In a typ-
ical input-output system, a "throughput" is created and flows through the
system. The characteristics of the throughput are modifiedin the. proc-
esses. The throughput then is outputted from the system into the environ-
ment.

The blocks in GPSS operate on the throughput. The basic process on
the throughput takes place when it_moves from one block to another, each
block performing some specific action. The sequence of blocks arranged
according to the temporal flow of system activity is called a "flow-chart."
The flow-chart describes the system configuration, decision rules, and all
logic associated with the flow of the throughput in the system, and is,
in effect, a "picture of the simulation model."

A school system can serve as an example to illustrate an input-
output system. A stUdent as throughput enters a school system. When he
enters, he carries certain attributes with him, such at attitude, per-
sonality, intelligence level, knowledge in different areas of subjects.
As he passes through from one grade to another, changes take place in his
attributes;. that is, he gains more knowledge, his personality changes',
his attitude changes, and his intelligence level changes. Thus each
grade level performssome action which changes his attributes. The grade
level can be considered as one example of a.block in the GPSS.

Events take place when the student moves through the system. Such
events may be curriculum change or change of field of study. The event
modifies the student's attributes,'which may in turn decide the student's
behavior, such as which courses he will takenext, what grade he will be
promoted to. At given decision points, decisions are made by or for him,
such as promotion to the next grade, the_selection of curriculum, or
preparation for employment. There is a logic associated with the decision
process.

The student's flow through the system is determined.* the rule
structure 'of the system. The throughput (student) leaves the system af-
ter sane period of_time either -because 'adequate changeS haVe taken place
in his attributes graduation), required changes .did lot take place in
his attributes (failure), or because of an arbitrary. deCision by the.
student .(dropout). Thus in. a 'school sytteM, a student enters the system
carrying attributes, passes through stages (operations ) of changes in
his attributet, and leaves the system.
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Schematically, a school can be represented as follows:
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of school
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GP.SS and_Systems_ Termlnology.

The systems concept and its terminology have been discussed earlier.
A model is the representative of the real system. Models are symbolic
tools to explain the observed phenomena in the system, and the GPSS can
serve as a basis to build models, As such, it is deemed necessary to re
late the GPSS to the systems terminology. An attempt is made in this
section to relate the semantics used in GPSS with the systems teilminology.

The GPSS is built around a set of blocks (system activities. )_
These blocks are essentially equivalent to the components of a .system.
The principal enti,ties in GPPS are described as Transactions, Facili-
ties, Storages, and logic. The transactions are dynamic in nature in
that they are the particles that flow through the system according to
the sequential arrangement of blocks. They are created and destroyed
as required during the simulation. The principal attributes .of the
transactions are referred to as parameters which.are used to define the
properties of the transactions. The parametric values are assigned by
the functions .specified by the, model builder. These value functions
can be considered as the constraints .imposed by the environment of the
system. The model builder obtains the functions from the systems analy-
sis,.i e 9 through :research.

The facilities and storages can be .considered ..the resources of
the system. These entities are. representative of the equipment in the
system used in the processing of transactions. Facilities are,time-
shared, and each facility can be considered as a service-,unit. A
facilityprovides service to one.transaction. at a. time. To ob
tain service from a. facility, transactions have-to wait in line, if the
facility is in use. On Ate other hand storages are space-shared. For
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example, a storage can be a classroom. Since_more than one.transaction
can occupy a storage, many transactions can obtain the service of a
storage simultaneously. _Counseling serves as an example of the logic
entities. Though they' also perform managerial functions they can be con-
sidered resources available in the school system. The counselor helps to
decide what course of action a student.should take, such as the field of
study. Counseling helps to make decisions based .on the student's attri-
butes, i.e., his interests, his achievements, and other parametric con-
straints.

The indicators of the system's performance are probided by the sta-
tistical entities. The statistical entities store the required infor-
mation and help to retrieve the stored information. The information,that
can be stored includes the status of a storage at a given time, the rate
of service by a facility, total waiting time for a transaction to obtaitt
services, average waiting time to obtain services, present state of the
system, etc.

The operational entities are the processing blocks. They perform
operations on the paraMetric values of the transaction. They change the
values, assign new values, and also route the transactions. They pro-
vide the logic of the system in that they instructthe transactions
where to go and what to do next. This type of handling the transactions
performs operations similar to system management functions.

A classification of the GPSS blocks is helpful in viewing the blocks
in their respective operations. The blocks can be classified under six
categories: input operators, handling operators, modifiers, information
storage, information retrieval, and output.

The blocks under the input operators are responsible for the gener
ation of transactions. The generation of transactions_is considered as the
system activity and probably the initial phase of simulation. Without
the inputs in an input-output system the system is idle, since there is
nothing the system can operate on. The handling category contains
those blocks which route the transaction from-one block to another.
Their activity is essentially determining the .flow of.the transactions.
The parametric values of the transactions are used in determining the
flow of the transactions, and the blocks under the modifier category 'as-
sign and change the parametric values of the transactions. The para-
metric values are the attributes of .the transactions. Information stor-,
age blocks can be used to.store necessary information about the'system
status. Whatever information is stored can be obtained by theinfor.
mation retrieval. blocks. Both the information stored and retrieved'
and the attributes (parametric values) are numerical.

The output category.contains those blocks which terminate a tranS-
action. They remove the transactions from the system. The six cate-
gories and blocks under the categories are given inTable 1. Using
the blocks and arranging them in a sequential pattern yields a model of
a system. Thus, GPSS can be useful in providing 'a language for modeling.
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A flow-chart, which is a picture indicating the flow of a transaction
through a system, could be a starting point to build a model._ To flow-
chart a system, information on the processing_operators, handling operators,
decision rules, decision points, resources, characteristics of the trans-
actions, performance indicators and such other system activites is re-
luired. The procedure for obtaining such information necessary to con-
struct models is called "meta modeling."

The meta model serves to channel model-building activities to a
desired course of action by providing a general framework for gathering
specific information necessary to build models. Information so attained
can be used to flow-chart the system and_also to provide_information re-
garding specific parametric values associated with each block of the flow-
chart. Thus, the meta model provides an.onderlying structure for the gen-
eration of models which serve as the basis for description and explana-
tion of various fields of inquiry.

A logical starting place for the system's'inquiry is the syStem's per-
formance. Information on the systeWs

. performance helps one to understand
the general purpose of the system. The system's mission,.goals, and_objec-
tives give broad general information about the activities of the system.

Table L Classifications of GPSS blocks- under six categories

Input Handling Modifier Infor. Stor. Infor. Ret. OutpUt

Generate Split

Assemble

Match

Queue

Advance

Gather

Gate

Transfer

Test

Select

Loop

Assign Save Value Tabulate Terminate

Index

Mark

Priority

Alter

a
Only he most generally used blocks are included.
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Once information concerning the system's,performance.is obtained, the
description of the GPSS blocks and the information required to load the
blocks would facilitate flow-charting the system using the GPSS blocks.

22erM1niaajht_aLLIII.lanfEETI

The system's,performance has meaning in three mutually interdependent
terms: mission, goals, and objectives. The mission is thc ultimate pur-
pose of the system and is usually implicitly stated in the mandate for the
system design. However, a problem arises in formalizing in explicit
terms the intent underlying the system mandate. Whatever one comes up
with may be disputable and controverSial, but no matter how difficult ti-.e
task, it is absolutely necessary to have.a mission statement.

In this section, a procedure is outlined for arriving at a mission
statement. It should be emphasized at this point that the assumption is
that certain information facilitates the formulation of a. ission state-
ment.

The procedure is based on data-gethering and decision-making tech-
niques. Depending upon the nature of the informatiOn_the procedure con-
tains questions, multiple-choice items., and open-ended items. In the
multiple-choice items it should be emphasized that multiOle categories
may berelevant-te determine the _mission statement. Open-ended questions
may require decision-making based on: the previously obtained information.
Answers to the following questions may provide a base for determination
of the system's mission statement.

1. is the mandate for the system established:

(a) by government agency?
(b) by legislation in the Congress at the federal level?
(c) at the state level?
d) locally at the institution?
_e) by society?

2. According to the intent of the mandate, is accomplishment
of the mission useful to:

(a) the general public?
(b) private institutions?
(c) public-institutions?
(d) government agencies?

Is Ihe method of communication of-mission awareness:

(a) public communication media (newspapers, TV, radi-
(b) government publications?
(c) Senate or Congress minutes (acts or laws)?
(d) private communications Tietters, Oral)?
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done by:

Is the intended purpose of system s ated:

(a

(b
implicitly (leads to different interpretations)?
explicitly, in easily identifiable form which
does not lead to controversy?

f system intent is not explicitly sated, is clarification

(a) oersonel interpretation sufficient?
(b) through govement agencies?
(c) through seminars and conferences?

Is the nature of the mission for:

(a) academic or scientific interest?
(b) social change?
(c) human basic need satisfaction?
(d) education change?

What s the ei;timated time required to complete the _ission?

(a) more than two decades
(b) one-two decades
(c) less than ten years, but more than five yews
(d) less than five years

Is the mission:

(a) ever- resent or continuously opera ing Co end
point

(b) fixed to a terminal point?

Using the answer's to the previous questions as a guide:

9. State the misSion of the system in terms of general performance.

_10. Are system personnel (persons working within the system aware
o- the mission?

11. If they.are not aaare of the mission or if they hold misconcep-
tion about the mission, communicate to them either face-to-face, through
writing letters or memos, or through seminars and conferences.

After the mission is clearly stated, the goals can be derived from
the mission. One way to.understand the goals of the system is by seg-
menting the mission by time periods, phases, or functions._ Mission seg-
ments are classifications of.activitieswhich areArbitrarily selected
on the basis.of homogeneity of OperationS or coherence within the seg-
ments and easily identifiable start and stovpoints...

. Each segment state
has a desired outcome state. This desired outcome state .is called the
goal. Once the missiOn is made clear, the feasibility of_ segmenting the
mission can be explored. -A procedure is Oven below which can be used to
derive goals from the stated mission.
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State the system's mission.

Segment the mission functionally, by phases, or by time periods.

List segments or major activities required to perform the mission..

4. For each segment identify the starting point and end point.

5. Indicate the relationships between segments.

6. Identify the sequential segments. The sequential segments'
starting points depend on the end points of other segments. Thus, two
segments are sequential if one segment cannot start before the completion
of another.

(a) Indicate by g:aph or picture the major sequential activi-
ties required to accomplish mission.

7. Identify parallel segments. (Parallel segments can functjon
simultaneously without depending on any other segments.)

8. Identify the primary segments. (Primary segments are the e
sential activities for accomplishing the mission

9. Identify the secondary segments. Secondary segments are the
supporting activities for maintenance of the system.

10. Rank the primary segments in order of their importance in ac-
complishing mission.

11. Similarly rank the secondary segments according to their sup-
por ive roles.

12. Identify the purpose of each segment. What is a segment to ac-
complish? List the desired outcome for each segment.

13. Give a name or code for the purpose (desired outc- ) of a
segment. These form the goals of the

14. Indicate the priorities of the goals.

After the goals are formulated, the system personnel should be
notified about the goals. Formulation of the goals from the mission
require expert decision-making skill. Thus, the success of formulating
appropriate goals depends on the skill and ingenuity of the decision-
makers.

The mission is segmented to formulate goals. As-noted earlier,
each segment has a desired outcome state. .A segment contains measur--
able units which can be used to form critical levels to signify the de-
sired state. These desired outcome states-form goals.
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In order to achieve a desired outcome state, certain critical
levels of system output should be accomplished.. Achievement of the de-
sired output states are the objectives. Variables defining the outputs
should reach critical levels in order for the outputs to achieve the
desired levels. These critical levels.are the necessary conditions to
establish the desired states of the outputs.

Once the goals are formulated, the necessary objectives for each
goal area can be established. In order to establish objectives, it is
desirable to select one goal at a time. The selection process can be
based on the rank levels of the goals. For example, the goal which re-
ceived the highest rank could serve as the first goal for which the ob-
jectives are decided on.

A procedure is given here which can be used to determine the objec-
Ayes for a given goal.

1. Select a goal.

2. Determine the measurable units of the goal.

3. Determine the crucial dimensions of the variables of the goal.
These dimensions are used in forming the objectives of the goal. In

other words, determine the dimensions of the outputs that are necessary
to accomplish the goal.

4. For each output, determine whe her the variable is con -inuous
or discrete.

5. Determine the critical value that each variable is to achieve.

6. What are the sequential outputs?

What are the parallel outputs?

Indicate the interdependencies between the outputs.

Set the critical range foreach output variable.

7.

8

9.

10. Establish the critical

11. What are the variables
What are_their maximum levels?

12. What are the variables
are the minimum levels?

13 IndicaHe those variables whose presence may offset the desi -ed
output.

boundaries for the variables.

that should reach their maximum levels?

that should reac- minimum levels? What

These variables are called control variables.

14. Establish the measurement procedure for the variables,
establish output measures.
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15. List the objectives.

After establishing objectives corresponding to a specific goal
determination of objectives for the next goal is carried out.

Determination of the system mission, goals, and objectives helps
to understand the general characteristics of the System. Statements
about the mission, goals, and objectives give a general notion of the
system. Once the general characteristics of the system are understood,
flow-charting processes involved in the system could be attempted.
Since flow-charting a system involves temporal'_or sequential arrange-
ments of system activities, the first step in flow-charting the syStem
requires identification and categorization of system activities. The
GPSS blocks can form a viable tool for grouping the system activities.
Hence, it is necessary to describe the GPSS blocks and information that
is required in order to use the biotic in the block diagram,(flow-chart
The GPSS blocks are described briefly in Appendix A. Parametric
requirements for each block and questions that can be asked about the
parameters are given.

Bloom (1968) points out that persons engaged in educational re-,

search do not generally think in terms of.model construction. Specifi-
cally he states, "Perhaps an R & D center needs to be reminded repeated-
ly that impractical theory or model building may be its most practical
work." It is quite clear from Bloom's statement that the educational
R & D organizations should be building models of the systems under study.
Building models serves as a radix for formulating research and development
projects. It aids particularly in the generation of projects at the
systems analysis stage and systems redesign stage.

Systems analysis provides the information necessary to build _models.
Here, a category of required information forms a research' area and the
Information necessary to build models demands research activities. Areas
such as the mission, goals, and objectives of the system, the environmental
constraints, the effects of systems_outputs onto the environment, resources
availability, major and minor functions in the system, and the management
of the systems form the basis for gathering the information necessary to
build the models..

The evaluation phase helps to identify the problem areas for fu -her
research. This phase includes establishing appropriate criterion
measures for the system outputs and outcomes, pethods of measuring,
datacollection, analyses, and interpretations' for further research areas.

In the redesigning phase, the problems' that Were recognized .in the
evaluation phase-form research questions to be'answered. In solving the
problems, one must recognize the constraints that are beyond the experi-
menter's control, the modifiable variables, the locus of the problem,
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and possible alternatives. Determining possible alternattve solutions
to the problems demands research activities.'

Once possible solutions are obtained, methods of implementing the
solutions warrant the developing of new systems. All these questions
are generated by the appropriate models.. However, "It is the lack
of a powerful theory or dynamic model which represents the most serious
lack in most of the R & D centers " (Bloom, 1968).

The meta model forms a radix for model building activity. As such,
the meta model provides an underlying grammatical structure for the gen7
eration of models which serve as the basis for description and explanation
of various fields of inquirY.

More specifically, the meta model helps to flow-chart the system un-
der study. The flow-chart so produced is the,fundamental framework of a
model of the system. The meta model guides the flow-charting by providing
specific questions in constructing models. Plugging answers to the ques-
tions (loading the meta model) the meta model yields a specific model.
Hence, the answers provide both a structural and a_parameter basis for a
specific model. That is, those answers that pertain_to selectiOn and se-
quence of block activities structure a particular model, while the answers
to 'specific block questions provide the parameter information necessary to
actuate the block.

The meta model also provides continuity, in model building and is
useful in monitoring the progress made toward building a. model. It helps
to upgrade the model with added information. For each stage in model
construction the meta model supplies questions to be asked in model
building. By so doing, it specifies the ingredients that are nec-
essary to build models. These ingredients can be compiled from the way
the system under study is defined.

A system can conceivably be broken down into subsystems; that is,
the sub-organizations of the total system that are functionally similar.
Each subsystem forms a system by itself. The ingredients and
characteristics that determine a system also govern a subsystem. As
the meta model dictates questions in modeling a system, so the meta model
also helps in constructing models of subsystems. The same procedure that
governs modeling a system also determines modeling a subsystem. In fact,
the model of the entire system may be constructed by first Modeling:the
individual subsystems and then linking the individual models into a com-
'prehensive model of the entire system..

Since the meta model requires answering questions in constructing
models, the activities of collecting .parametric information so as to
provide answers to questions help to formulate projects. When acti-
vities are grouped under some meaningful categories', a category (bundle
of internally related informational requirements) may then be . defined
as a project, Thus a set of information-gathering activities in model
building forms a project. For example, activities concerning input
(transaction) information such aS the nature of inputs, their arrival
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rate, characteristics, and population attributes_can form a project.
A set of projects which can be categorized together because of their
similarity afid'interdependencies can form a program of research!
For example, projects concerning modeling a subsystem of a school
system can form a program.

Depending upon the complexity of the system and the specificity of
the model, project quantities vary.. A highly complex system and.very
detailed.modeling of the system would require a greater number of proj-
ects to furnish answers to load the meta model than a not-so-complex
system.

Project S ecification_

After projects are generated, specifications'are laid out concern-
ing the content and methodology of the projects. .The content specifi-
cation of a project refers to the information required to be supplied
at the coMpletion of the project. The information content helps to
assign utility values to the project based on the importance of
priority level of the information content. Theprojects which contain
high priority information would be assigned high utility values, and the
projects which yield less iMportant infOrmation at theif Completion-
would have lower, utility valuet. The specifications indicate what each
project would accomplish in terms of power, precision, and reliability
of the information to be supplied. Further, the type of information-
gathering mechanism is also specified and depends upon the quality of
information desired.

The quality level of information ranges.from soft information to
hard information. Soft information is very broad,-general, and occasional,
While hard information is very precise, narrow, and reliable. The
method of collecting information dictates the level of information
obtained. Information-gathering techniques can be conveniently cate-
gorized under five categories.

The first category .deals with casual or anecdotal observaylon of
the phenomena under study. This method does not require anytophisti-
cated tool to collect data and can result in a general picture of the
system under. study. One drawback in this procedure is that important
variables may,be overlooked, and relatively unimportant variables may
draw greater attention. This method is better suited to observing
problems than obtaining solutions to the problems.

Analysis of relevant existing records and .documents forms the tecond
type of information-gathering mechanism. This method would retult in
describing existing states of the system. It can furnish moredetailed
information than the first method: however, analysis of existing records
can furnish only a historical account of system activity, nothing.more.
Thus this_ method would help to describe an existing system according.to
a prescribed set of dimensions.
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The survey research technique can be used to collect new informa-
tion. Information which could not be obta,ned by the second method can
be obtained by this third method.. Using this method, information can be
gathered from the situations to which-reSults are intended to apply.
This method gives more detailed information about the nature of the
phenomena under study and allows the gathering of information pertinent
to the problem solutions.

_The fourth method, namely computer simulation techniques, requires
skill in model construction and computer programming experience. This
technique can be applied to obtain solutions to problems. The simula-
tion helps to control the variables, to increase the power of variables,
and to obtain alternative solutions to problems. The information obtained
from this method is reliable and precise.

The last method of gathering inforMation deals with laboratory experi-
mentation. The laboratory experiment can be carried out to check the va-
lidity of the solutions obtained from other methods. Information obtained
through experimentation is precise and valid, but restrictive in generality.

The project specifications deal with detailing information content and
method to obtain the information needed to produce dynamic models. Not
only what a project should produce, but.also the procedure to obtain the
information is specified. Specification of projects generates a set of
projects and, as a consequence, the need for selection.
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PROJECT SELECTION MODEL

Since a greater number of projects may be generated than the financial
resources -can accommodate, the decision on which projects should be
selected is important for project management. An R & D center's accomplish-
ments over a period of time is dependent upon the effective utilization
of human and financial resources. Effectiveness will depend on careful
planning that starts with project selection. Project selection determines
the course of research.

In this regard, project selection models .are important, and, conse-
quently,such models as have appeared in the literature are reviewed in
the following section.

Literature Survey_

Most of the research work in program planning and project selec-
tion has been done for the industries where the development of new
products or reducing the manufacturing cost of established products
is the main concern. The work has been done by the operations resea che s
who have formulated the problems and the models in sophisticated
mathematical terms. The variables usually considered are cost, fore-
casted market gain, price of the products, life span of the products, and
competition from other producers.

Baker and Pound 1964) surveyed just over eighty_references deal-
ing directly with part or all of the R & D project selection problem.
Though many models have been proposed by the operation researchers and
management scientists, Baker and Pound found_only a few references_
indicating the test and utilization of formal R & D project seleCtion
methods. Baker and Poland reasoned that this might be due to either a
hesitancy to publish such confidential material,_a real lack -of test-
ing and uSe, or some combination of both possibilities. From all the
models referred to in the literature, they singled out ten because only
these contained relatively complete proposals for the solution of the
general R &-D project selection problem. Only one of them was widely
known among the users and had seen limited use.

In 1967, Cetron et (1967) did an :extensive survey of the models
currently available. -7Wevaluated thirty mddelS Which included ten
reviewed previously by Baker and:Pound. They have described each-model
briefly. According to them., thirteen models used an operations research
approach; eight models followed .a decision :theory approach; one model
used an .econoMic analysis technique; three were givenmathematical treatr
ment; and five used combined approaches from- operations research, economic
analysis, and decision theory.

The'analysis of the thirty models led Cetron e_ al, (1967)' to evolVe ,

the following features descriptive of R & D selecti&Thiodels: (1) utility
measure, (2) probability of success, (3) originality of criterion, (4).
sensitivity, (5) rejected alternatives retention, (6) classification struc-
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ture, (7) time, (8) strategies,_(9) system cross support 10) technology
cross support, (11) graphical display, (12) flagging, (1.) optimization
criteria, (14) constraints, and (15) computerization.

The thirty models were compared for features, ease of use, criteria
and area of applicability. It was found that no single model possessed
all the features. All of them possess utility measures, and with one
exception, all include the feature of probability of success. Only six
are useful for selecting research projects. The remaining models are
used for selecting product development projects.

Some of the models seem to be _modifiable to suit our purpose. These
models and their shortcomings are discussed below.

A model developed by Mottley and Newton (1959) reduces the factors
involved in the selection of industrial research .to five basic criteria:
(1) promise of success, (2) time to completion, (3) cost of the project
(4) the strategic need, and (5) market gain. These five factors reflect
the technical, administrative, strategic and marketing, areas. The pro-
posals were to be rated by expert opinion in each field, in.order to pro-
vide quantitative judgments on each of the factors. The numbers obtained
were multiplied together to provide a composite score for each project
which was then used to rank the alternatives. Using the project scores
the research manager could make selections in relation to budgetary
limitations.

The Mottley and Newton model could serve as an aid in the selection
process as it gives a score to each project. However, it does not give
a decision rule. Another drawback in the model is that the objectives or
goals of the company are ignored in the model. The five factors which
are used in Computing the project score are weighted equally, with the
weights indicating the degree of importance of the factors. The pro-
cedure of assigning equal weights to the factors may be disputed on the
grounds that some factors should weigh more than the others. A model
proposed by Pound (1964) rectifies some of the weaknesses in the model.

The "expected value" model developed by Pound considered the fol-
lowing four factors: .(1) the environment of the problem, (2) the de-
cision-maker, (3) his objectives, and (4) his alternatives. The model
is supposed to indicate the alternative which offers the greatest ex-
pectations of realizing the objectives. Following the model, the re-
search manager lists the _objectives, then assigns weights to the ob-
ectives according to 'the importance. For each project, the re-

search manager assigns values on an arbitrary scale-from 0 to 10, whjch
he feels are representative of the degree to which each objective will_
be attained upon completion: ofthe project. Finally, theexpectedval
ue of a project is determined by multiplying the expected:degree. of at--
tainment of a particular objective by the weight of that objective, and
summing these products for each objective being considered. The-decision
rule is to choose that project which has the highest expected value.
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However, the decision rule is solely based on the expected value of
attaining the objectives. It does not include such factors as technical
feasibility, time period required for completion and the abilities and
qualifications of the investigator.

The "scoring model" developed by Dean and_Nishry (1965) seems to
contain the advantages and avoid the major failings of the above men-
tioned models. A project overall score, W, is computed for each project.
Specifically, the model is as follows:

W. = W.' W," = y,, 4. 4 w"
'ik

(1)
lj

whe e

W. is the total score Of thelth project
i

W. is the technical score for the ith projec_
i

W. is the market score for the ith project
A

W.I is the weight for the jth technical factor,
.3

li,

"lc

yij
is the weight for the kth market factor-

is the value for technical factor j in the ith projec

is the value for market factor k in the ith project ind

a, b are decision variables, a, b > 0, a b = 1.

The problem of project selection is given by

such that

and

max i=n

i=1"
= 0 or 1,

g

The value of x = 0 or:1 depends on whether the ith project is not se-
lected, or is elected, respectively.; Mi is the manpower required to
carry out the project i; and M is the total manpower:Available. in re-
search activities. This modelumay be solved by the ,use of dynamic pro-
gramming applied to a single-state variable given by the manpower re-
source availability (Dean and NiShry,'1965, p. 552 ). The solution giVes
the decision rule for project selection.
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The three models presented so far.have a common inherent weakness
in that they do not contain payoff variables for individual projects.
Consequently, it is difficult to include the relationship between quan-
tity of resources expended and the likelihood of project success. A
model developed by Charnes and Stedry (1964) contains the desirable fea-
ture of relating the return from a project to_the effort expended on that
project and is described in detail in the following section.

A Project Selection_ Model

The base line to develop the Charnes and Stedry (1964) project
Selection model contained the following: (1) utility measure, (2)
optimization, (3) constraints, (4) uncertainty, and (5) criteria for
decision-making. The model which was developed has incorporated the
above mentioned five features.

Utility measure refers to a project's contribution to the overall
research activities. Optimization refers_to the process that selects
those projeeAs whose combined efforts yield optimal expected return. In
the selection process of the projects, the model considers the limitations
such that the cumulative total of the resources required of the selected
projects is within the total budget allotted for research activities. A
first step in developing improved approaches to project selection is to
reflect more adequately in models the kinds of uncertainties encountered
in eva'uating individual projects (Brandenburg,.1966). The uncertainty
refers to the probability of successful completion of the project. The ac-
tual decision-making process is done by a method that takes into account
the aforementioned features.

From the various models surveyed in the literature, the model de-
veloped by Charnes and Stedry(1964) contains the five specified fea-
tureS deemed most Ideally suited. Therefore, it is .this model which will
be refined for our current use. The 'rationale for the refined model is
described below.

A project is carried out because it would yield a certain "return"
at its completion for the money expended. The return is ideally equal
to the estimated utility value. However, utility from a project cannot
be realized unless the project is successfully completed. Attainment of
utility then depends on successful proJeCt COMpletion. However, due to
the uncertainty associatedwith successful project cumpletion, it is nec-
essary"to estimate the "expected reward" from a project in order to make
selection decisions. It is reasonable to assume that the expected re-
ward E (R) from a project is expected return E (r) less the expected
loss E (L). Thus,

In educational research, it can be assumed tha- the project incurs
loss if it is not successfully completeth Thus, if a project is success-
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fully completed it yields full return and the loss is zero. If the proj-
ect is not successfully completed, the loss is equal to return. We have
to estimate the expected return, E (r), and the expected loss E (L), in
order to calculate the expected reward, E (R)

From probability theorY, E (r) is a function of the p_obability
successful completion and the return, and is defined as

E ( ) = P (s), . . . . . . . . 2

where r is return from a project, and P (s) is the probability of suc-
cessful project completion. If P (s) is the probability of successful
completion, the probability of not completing the project is equal to
_1 P (s))- Thus,

E (L) L (1 - P (s))

By substituting the expressions 2 and 3 in expression 1 we get

E (R) = r . P (s) L (1 P (s ))

Si plifying the above equation, we get

E (R) = (r L) P (s) L

Equation 5 indicates that the expected reward is based on the variable
P -(s).

The probability of successful completion,of a project is assumed
to depend only on the money expended on the project._ However, it is
also true that each project has some probability ceiling which cannot_be
exceeded by expending additional resources. This is called the limiting
probability, or asymptotic probability. Limiting probability refers to
the condition where the probability of successful project completion can-
not be-increased even with an infinite amount:of money, indicating that
the probability of suLcessful completion can never be greater than the
limiting probability. The relationship between the amount of dollars ex-
pended and the probability of successful completion is assumed to be a
monotonically increasing function. As- the dollars invested increase
it appears reasonable to assume that, the probability increases expo-
nentially. Initially as the dollar amount intreases, the slope is steep.
After a certain level of expenditure the curVe flattens and approaches
the asymptotic probability as thedollar amount becomes infinitely large.
The relationship between dollars', probability of successful completion
P_ (s), and limiting probability k is shown in Figure 4. The relation-
ship can be expressed as follows:

P (s) = k (

where,

1 -c$
Ideally, P = Kl - k2 e . For our purpose when $ = 0, the inter-

cept is zero. Letting P (s) = 0, when = 0, it can be shown kl = k2.
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0

Amount of Resources

Figure_4. Depicting the relationship between amount of resources and
the probability'of successful project completion-..
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= probability of successful project completion,

= limiting probability,

= base of natural logs .71828 (approx.

= dollars allocated

= sensitivity value

The sensitivity value, c, is related to the rate of change in
probability value as the dollars expenditure change. In other words,
c is an indicator of the slope of the curve in Figure 4, Substituting
expression 6 in equation 5 the following equation is obtained:

E (R) = (r + L) k (1 - e-c$ ) - L 7

Simplification of expression 7 gives the following:

E (R) = (r + L) k - + L) k e-

which can be rewri ten as follows:

E (R) = a - y

where,

b = L.

L) k

+ L) k e and

It can be observed that the terms x and z are constants and the
term y is a variable, since only y is_a function of As the y can be
varied as the function of resources allocated to the project, the y term
is the only one which can be manipulated. Since the y term Carries a
negative sign which indicates a substractive operation, the y term must
be minimum in order to achieve peximumexpected.reward. The minimization
of:the y term would yield maximum expected_reward. Hence', the project
selection_process forms a minimization problem, 1,e.- in order to 4T-i-axi-
mize E (R), it is necessary to minimize (r + L)

So far we are concerned with only one:project, However, the main
concern is to seleCta tubset of projects that Maximize theAotal reward
over all projects. The above mentioned model.can easily be extended to
accommodate more than one project. When there are N projects, equation
8 becomeS
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E (R).1 =

j= 1 J1
where the subscript j refers to
defined earlier.

Expression 10 can be rewrjtten for simplification purposes as

(R) = A - Y . 11

L.) kJ eYJ = t L.
j 1 j=l

th
projec s and other symbols are as

where,

L ) k.

= L k. e
-cj

3
and

As .with project equation 9, this can be generalized to state that in
order to maximize the cumulative expected reward N one has
to minimize the Y term in equation 11 Z E (R)

j=1
The project selection process requires that the cumulative expected

reward from the projects selected is maximum. In order to increase the
expected reward, the. B term in expression 11 should-be minimized. In-
creasing_the probability level of successful project Completion will in-
crease the expected'reward. It.is assumed that the'probability level is
a function-of the amount of dollars expended. However, the total amount
of dollars required for project expenditure should not exceed the actual
budget level. Thus a constraint is imposed on the decision process. Ma he-
matically the constraint can be shown as follows:

where

= amount of money allocated to the project j, and

M = total budget.

t can be seen that the amount allocated to projects actually deter-
mines the projectS selected, since a zero allocation indicates that no
effort is expended on that project.

1 ows

The problem of p oject selection process can _e summa- zed as fol-

Mini ize Y =E (r. ) k.
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subject to

Since the assumption

Y = E 2
j=1

= L., he problem becomes one of minimizing
J-

subjec- o E $, and

i .j

The problem can be solved using the method explained by Charnes and
Stedry (1964). The algorithm for solving the problem is given in Appen-
dix B. Computerization of the algorithm is given in Appendix C.

Estimation of Variable Values

The project selection model contains six variables: (1) return value
(.)3 from the j project j = 1,2, ... N; (2) loss value (L)j; (3) proba-
bility Pj(s) of successftl completion of the project given the expendi-
ture of aollars; (4) limiting probability ki; (5) sensitivity value and
(6) total monetary resources available. Nr. Procedures are given below
which can be used to estimcte the variable values.

The return value refers to the utility score. A project's utility
score is related to its contribution to model simulation and the sequen-
tial ordering with which information is generated in model construction.
The projects which yield the most important Information in building_models
would have the highest utility value. The assignment of utility value also
depends-upon whether other projects have to wait for the completion of
the project on hand. If sc,Ithe project whose successful completion_ will
initiate other projects would receive higher utility value than other de-
pendent projects. Thus the utility value refers directly to the informa-
tional contribution that a project makes in constructing models.

As discussed earlier in the development of the project selection
model, the loss is equal to the return value when the project is not com-
pleted successfully. In other words, loss.reflects unrealized return.

The probability of the successful completion of a projeet is dependent
on the amount of money expended on .the project. It should be .noted that
it is the successftl completion of the project that is important in this
conception-.-- Success is defined as the .securing of the information of the
desired power, preeision, and reliability to load the. meta.model. Power
bears upon the notion of how much control:over the information the inves.
tigation provides. Weak imforMation may do no more than suggest A way Of
altering events without stipulating the nature of the outcome, while-strong
information may include the necessary and sufficient condition's for an event,
stipulated in precisely measured terms. Precision refers to the exact-
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ness with which the projected outcomes are related to real outcomes, and
also to the accuraCy of the information, the quality of measurements in
which the description of the information is stated. Reliability of the
proposal has to do with the .frequency with which discrepancies in infor-
mation occur.

Determination of the limiting probability (k) depends on the project
specifications and more specifically on the quality of the information to be
gathered. As mentioned earlier, the level of information gathering ranges
from soft information to hard information. Soft information is easier to
gather according to project specification than is hard information. As such,
the level of limiting probability of success changes as the level of infor-
mation shifts. For example, if a project requires soft information the k
value would be high. On the other hand, the k value would be lower if the
project specification requires hard information. There is a trade-off
function between the level of information and the limiting probability.
Thus, the project which is to yield very broad, general, and occasional
information is assumed to have a higher asymptotic _probability of suc-
cessfulcompletion than a project which is required to yield very pre-
cise, narrow, and reliable information.

.For example, a project which requires the use of existing records
and documents can generally be considered a low risk project with a con-
sequent high value implying that the required information can be gathered
with a high probability of success_given expenditure of enough resources.
The high risk project will'have a low k value, implying that it is less
likely to get the required in ormation even with large expenditures of
resources.

Estimation of the probability of success requires an act of subjec-.
tivejudgment, with either a panel of experts or a single.individual making
the decision. It is quite advantageous to estimate the limiting proba-
bility of the project completion first. Depending upon the limiting
probability value, k2 other probability values can be estimated.

The limiting prorability value can be obtained by asking the follow-
ing question for each of the m projects:

What is the limiting probability of success that
the given project can reach if the amount of money
expended on the project is infinitely increased?

if a panel of judges is used, the'average value across the members of the
panel would constitute the k value.

The probability ofsuccessful completion of a project depends on
the amount of resources expended on the project. The relationship be7
tween the resources and probability determines the slope or sensitivity
value of c in the project selection model.. The c value can be estimated
using the following procedure.
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The total resources, M, which are_available for R & D_purposes is
known. The total resources can _be divided into arbitrary levels, say,
tens of thousands of dollars. For each arbitrary funding level an esti-
mate of the probability of successful completion of the project is made
assuming that funding level. If a panel of experts is used, the average_
across the members could serve as the probability level for a given level
of funding. The following question can be asked to get the expert opin-
ion:

What is the probability that Jle given projects
will be successfully completed if dollars are ex-
pended on the project?

Here, $i is a specified funding level. For purposes of es 1 a-Tion, i > 3.
Analytically, the value of c for a project is as follows:

-in (1

where

k = limiting probability value,

P.
.

probability estimate at the
th

arbitrary funding leve_s,

= sensitivity or slope, and

$i = dollar value of the ith funding levels.

_For purposes of estimation, the above equation can e stated a

linear regression form as

= a 13

where

= -ln (1 dependent variable

a = intercept,

c = slope,

$ - independent variable, and

X = random variable representing subjective error.

As we,know that when no money is spent ($: = 0 ) the probablity is zero
(P = 0), the intercept is zero (a = 0 By using the linear regression
techniques and setting a = 0 the c (slope ) can be estimated.
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Im lications Proect Selection Model

The meta model guides the generation of projects which provides the in-
formation needed to load the system model. As such, all the projects so
generated are necessary for building dynamic models of the real systems
of interest to the R & D center. Although the utility level may vary
fromhone project to another, essentially all projects contribute to model
building activities and thus have utility values. Although all projects
are essential for model building, all projects mey not be carried out
because of limited resources. As a consequence, only a subset of the
projects may be selected.

The projects which are not selected by project selection process
contribute loss to model building activities. .That is, the projects
which are ignored because of budgetary limitation represent a loss in
terms of unrealized potential. The project selection model takes this
loss into consideration. When a project is not selected, no money is
spent on the project. If no money is expended on the project the value
of $ in equation 8 is zero. If we let S = 0,.the expected reward is_
equal to -L. As previously stated,_the loss (0 is equal_ to return (r)-
indicating the loss due to a non-selected project is equal to its util-
ity value. Thus, if a project is not selected, i.e., if no money is ex-
pended on the project it contributes'a loss to tife-expected reward for all
projects generated.

Another interesting thing to observe in the model is the effect of
change in the parameter values. For example, if we hold the return (r)
and sensitivity (cj) constant across.a set of projects, j = 1,2, ... m
and vary only kj, 1,e if all projects have the same return and sensitiv-
i_ty but different Thiiting probability, the limiting probability will
determine the selection of,projects. That is, the project which has the
highest kJ would be selected first, and the project with the lowest ki
would be selected last. As the return is constant for all projects, All
projects would contribute equally upon completion. However, the probability
of completion may differ from one project to another. As Pills a function
of'kj and $i, with cj being constant across all projects, for a given
funding level ($) the probability of a 'project with a higher ki would
be greater than that of a project with a lower kJ. As the Pi Yncreases,
so also does the expected return. The higher the expected rfturn, the
higher the expected reward. Consequent'ly, the project with a high kJ
would be chosen first and the project with .the lowest ki last.
plication is that when the_ score'.and sensttivity level arq_equal_
across all_Projects projects ig Will be fUrlded
firSt and-high r+s-k projects (low kj) will be funded last.

When the rl and kJ are constant across_all projects, the variable
determines the project funding level. The project with a steep cj

will reach its highest P, . level sooner than a project where cp:ci.
Consequently, the project with a' high cj will be selected firSt. The
project with a high ci can reach-the probability peak at lower funding
level than a project with a 'flatter probability curve. Therefore, the
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projects whose sensitivity is high_will be funded at lower levels than
the projects with low sensitivity levels which require more funding to
reach a probability of success that will result in a maximum expected
total reward.

Utility value also determines the priority level of the projects. If
the cj . and k4 are constant across all projects and_if.only the rj differs
from one project to another, the project with the lowestUtility score
would hold the lowest rank in the priority rank order. As Pj is a func-
tion of kA, cj and $j, and kj and cj are assumed to be constant, for a

given resburce level ($) the Pj are-identical across all projects. Hence,
as the expected return is a function of ri and_Pj,.and as the Pj is iden-
tical across all projects, the projects wYth the highest ri value will
have the highest expected return value, and the project With the lowest
r. will have the lowest expected return value. Therefore,_the_project
w_th the highest utility score will be give0 maximum priority (selected
first) and the lowest utility score project will hold loWest priority.

When two or More model parameters are free to vary, as is general-
ly the case in a practical application, the results are mot so obvious,
simce complex interactions tend to obscure simple parameter ef ects.
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APPLICATION OF THE PLANNING SYSTEM

This part Of the study presents an application of the procedure de-
veloped in the preceding sections to a specific site. The Center for Occu-
pational Education, North Carolina S ate University, was chosen for this
purpose.

The salient objectives in this section are:

1. Delimitation of the mission, goals, and objectives
of the Center.

Formation of guidelines for the generation of projects
using the procedures outlined in the.earlier section.

Development of a computerized procedure for the selec-
tion ofjorojects.

Hission, Goals, and Objectives of the Center

As a result of conferences held with the director of the Center, the
following mission, goals, and objectives are proposed for the Center of
Occupational Education. It should be understood that the mission, goals,
and objectives being presented are merely for heuristic purposes and the
statements do not necessarily reflect the mission, goals, and objectives of
the Center for Occupational Education as they presently exist.

Mission

The mission of the Center is:

To influence the process .of occupational education
at the state and/or regional level through the devel-
opment of dynamic models for the design, implementation,
and evaluation of delivery systems of occupational edu-
cation.

One can find .tuo key terms .in the mission statement. They are "influence"
and "the development of dynamic models." The first key words, "influence,"
deals with the process, whereas the second term deals with the products,
namely models. The assumption is that the Center can exert its influence
only through enhancing explanation§ 6f occupational educational delivery
systems and that explanation is possible only through models.

Further, it was gathered from the Director that the Center is con-
cerned With the post-secondary delivery system and the middle-grade de-
livery systeM. Based on this rationale the goals of the Center have been
stated as follows:
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Objec ives

To develop models for design and implementation of
vocational education delivery systems at the post-
secondary level.

To disseminate the models to the state and regional
agencies.

To develop models for design and implementation of
vocational education delivery systems at the middle-
grade level.

To disseminate the models to the s ate and regional
agencies.

It follows from the stated objectives that the Center should be con-
cerned with the construction of models of certain domain systems, namely
the post-secondary and middle-grade delivery systems. JA model as .herein
used is a set of interrelated variables whose purpose is to explain the
description of a system that exists in a_real. world. It is only through
the power of the model that relevant activities of the domain system are
identified, explained, and ultimately controlled through appropriate in-
tervention.

Using a model one can look at all the relevant variables operating
in the real system. A model, thus, forms a framework for processing ex-
perience pertaining to the system. As such, the model helps to interpret
experience and permits prediction of system activities without indulgence
in the real system. The model as an orderer_of perceptions identifies
all the important variables in the system._ As the model allows predic-
tion, it also provides a means of identifying potential problem areas in
the system, for a model is a ways and means of ordering the phenomena
it serves to generate strategies to tackle the problems when they arise.
The model suggests points of intervention and opportune times and places
and thereby serves as a guideline to manipulate important variables. It

provides means of changing the appropriate variables so as to obtain de-
sired results. When necessary, it aids in redesigning or restructuring .

the system. Thus a model forms .a theoretical basis for an orderly way of
understanding and evaluating the syStem.

A dynamic model is a special type of model in which the passage o
time is of critical importance. For example, a dynamic . model helps to
identify the state of the system at a given point in time... Comparison
of system states at different points' in time permits formulation of the
dynamics of system behavior. Thus a dynamic model . helps to forecast cer-
tain phenomena in 'temporal dimension. Computerizatio6 cif a dynamic model
results in a simulation model. The computeri4ation provides for the
rapid bookkeeping activities'required to Model system 'behavior over time.
Simulation models are useful in.understanding, predicting and controllilg
the systems involved in the vocational process. As such, models J:if theSe.
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systems are the means whereby the Center can influence the process, and
are in no sense to be interpreted as ends in themselves.

EimnialsIltm_for the Center for Occu ational Education

The planning system developed for the Center is shown in Figure 5.
The operation of the planning system consists of three basic phases.

Phase 1 consists of three parts. The first part concerns delimitino
and delineating the Center's goal areas. The second part involves con-
struction of a static model of each system corresponding to a Center goal
area. The static models serve as guidelines to carry out the operations
in Part 3. In Part 3 a system analysis is carried out for each system
domain.

The results of the analysis of the system is a description and
assessment of the system in terms of system environment, components, re-
sources, and management. It provides information about the internal struc-
ture and mechanism of the system. An assessment of the system provides
knowledge about the performance of the syst3m, indicating the quality and
quantity of the system performance.

Phase 2 involves an evaluation of the system under study. During this
phase, the system is examined to determine whether it is operating at the
desired level of performance. In this phase, experience supplied by the
assessment part of the first step and establishment of the criterion level
are used to evaluate the system performance. If the system perform-
ance is at par, that is, if the system is producing the desired behavior,
it is left alone, implying that no immediate problems exist in the system.
If the system performance is not at the desired level, PVse ? is initiated.

In Phase 3, the planning system developed in Part 1 is incorporated,
i.e., the meta model and the project selection model are implemented in
This phase. It should be noted that Phases 1 and 2 are completed before ini-
tiating Phase 3. The system description of Phase 1 and the evaluation of
Phase 2 help to delineate the problem areas. Computer simulation proce-
dure helps to seek alternate solutions to the problems delineated. The
basic ingredient of the simulation process is a dynamic model of the sys-
tem under consideration. The simulation model provides the-explanatory
power needed to explain the phenomena observed in Phase 1. Thus, in
Phase 3 models are constructed which serve as the theory directing and
shaping futum experience regarding vocational delivery systems.

Information that is obtained from the system analysis (Phase 1) can
be used to construct a flow-chart of the system under study. Given GPSS
as the syntax, the flow-chart represents a dynamic model of the system.
Experience gleaned from the system analysis can provide answers to ques-
tions stated in the general information section of the meta model. In

this manner, a flow-chart which forms the basis to build a sophisticated
model of the system is constructed.
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The flow-chart once formulated dictates the information required
to load the model for simulation. Answers to specific questions in the
meta model, i.e., loading the GPSS blocks, would result in a specific
simulation Marel. As the flow-chart provides direction in the informa-
tion-gathering process, the specific questions stated in the Meta model
dictate the informational content. The information requirements suitably
partitioned generate projects. Thus, the simulation model so constructed
forms the basis for research_projects. However, available resourceS- can
76-TriTerierigf7W-Weprojects. In this connection, the project
selection model is used to select those projects that will result in a
maximum overall reward.

The project selection model can aid in selecting projects so as to
optimize the expected reward for the available resources. The reward,
in this connection, is analogous to the profit that incurs as a result of
the allocation of resources to specific projects.

The above planning system is illustrated in the following section.

An Illustration of tlie,A.pplic2LioLsofth_e_plannini

One of the proposed goal areas concerns the building of a model of
the post-secondary delivery system. Using a static model of the delivery
system as a basis of generating a description, let us assume that a sys-
tem analysis had been performed. The analysis helps to describe the sys-
tem and to assess its current performance. Suppose the evaluation of the
system reveals that the performance has to be improved.

The problem is to design a post-secondary delivery system to operate
at the desired performance level. Various design alterations can be
created and evaluated by simulation techniques. The process of simula-
tion allows the manipulation of variables that would effect the most
secondary delivery system outputs. By making necessary changes in the
variables, various design alternatives can be obtained and evaluated.
The basic necessity for a simulation process is a dynamic model of the
system. Thus, in order to approach the post-secondary area in a creative
manner, it is required to construct a dynamic model of the post-secondary
system.

The meta model furnishes the guidance for building a dynamic model
of the system. Loading the meta model, i.e., supplying appropriate an-
swers to the questions in the meta model, would result'in-a specific model
of the system. The activities of gathering information so as to supply
answers to the questions form research activities, which in turn formulate
projects. The projects could conceivably be classified under one of five
subprogram areas; namely, planning and evaluation; management and decision-
making; recruitment, classification, and counseling; curriculum and in-
struction; and placement and follow-up (Coster, 1970). Each project
would provide information in one of five areas.
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After projects are generated specifications about the level and
quality of informational requirements should be formulated. The infor-
mation level may vary from soft to hard. Soft information content proj-
ects are low-risk projects and the TiTTjects which seek information at
very precise and specific levels are high-risk Projects. The Center may
have resources to support only a limited number of projects. The proj-
ect selection model is thus an aid in decision-making in that it provides
an explicit scheme for evaluating the effects of various decision alter_
atives.

Let us assume that three projects were identified as necessary to
supply relevant information to construct a simulation model of a post-
secondary delivery system. Total resources (M) can stand for technical
personnel, money, or some other kind. It is necessary that all types of
resources be pooled using a common scale denominator. For the purpose
at hand, dollars appear to be the most convenient resources scale units.
Let us assume the Center has $100,000 for R & D activities. Application
of the project selection model requires an estimate of ri, kj and cj
for each project. These variable values can be estimated using the
techniques identified in Part 1.

One or more judges can be used to estimate the parameter values.
In this context, what Bloom (1968) said may be worth mentioning. He
stated "a theory must be formulated by one person, preferably the leader
of an R & 0 center, and then altered as the result of heated debate by
a group."

Following Bloom's suggestion, one judge, preferably -he director of
the Center, should estimate the variable values and, from is experience,
assign utility values to the three projects. Let us assu that he
assigned the utility values of 50, 100, and 300, using so arbitrarY
units of measurement, to the first, second and third pro, ,ts respec-
tively. Organizational goals and expert judgment and ex ?Hence govern
the assignMent of the utility values to the projects.

Organizational facilities in terms of technical personnel, poten-
tialities and capabilities dictate the estimation of the ki values. For
example, if the project specification requires certain technical personnel'
to carry out the project and if the organization lacks the facility,
then the kj value is low, implying a high-risk project. For example,
assume that all three projects are low-risk projects, implying that with
sufficient resources the projects can be successfully completed. The
respective limiting probabilities are .9, 1.0, and .95.

Estimation of sensitivity (cj) of the projects is somewhat tricky
and complex, and it require5 computation. An indirect procedure to
estimate the cj values can be using :the linear regression method. The
total resources ($100,000) can be arbitrarily broken down into several
levels of funding. For a given funding level, a probability of success-
ful completion is estimated. Assume that the total money is divided
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into five
The probabili
in Table

Table 2.

funding levels of $10,000, $20,000,
ty at each funding level, as

2.

Probability of completion at a

$35,000, $60,000 and $100,000.
estimated by the judge, is given

given level of funding.

Project 1 Project 2 Project 3
Funding r=50; k=9 r=100; kr--1.0 r=300; k=95
Level P z P z

$ 10,000 .5 .812 .3 .3567 .3 .3298
$ 20,000 .7 1.5051 .7 1.204 .5 .7465
$ 35,000 .82 2.4304 .85 1.7148 .85 2.2538
$ 60,000 .85 2.882 .9 2.3026 .86 2.3538
$100,000 .87 3.4112 .925 2.5903 .87 2.3645

The estiMation of cj can be formed as a linear regression problem
as follows:

P.4

where the subscript j refers to the j
th

project and the -z,ubscript i re-

fers to the ith funding level. If we let

P .

-ln (1 )

the regression model is as follows:

zji = c.$...
J 31

The respect've zji values are given in Table 3. The above regression
problem can be solved as follows:

$..Z .

c x=1
j 1. $2.

i=1 Ji

Using the above equation, the cj were computed and they are given in Table
3. It can be observed that zji is a function of cj and $ji. As such,
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Table 3. Effects of changing measuring units of $ii on

Total
Money

M = 100,000
M = 100

Scale Unit:
1,000

M = 10
Scale Unit:

10,000

M = 1

Scale Unit:
100,000

Funding

Level 109000 10.0 1.0 .1

20,000 20.0 2.0 .2

35,000 35.0 3.5 .35

60,000 65.0 6.5 .65

100,000 100.0 10.0 1.0

Cl .00004159 .04159 .4159 4.159

C2 .00003164 .03164 .3164 3.164

C3 .00003101 .03101 .3101 3.101

wa,.
when the $ji is large the cj tends to be small, as zji is limited by the
restriction that (Pji, kj) < 1. If $ji is very high, the computation of
cj may involve significant rounding errors. In order to minimize the
rounding errors, the unit of measurement of $ji can be altered. Examples
of changing the units of measurements and their effects on the ci values
are given in Table 4. It should be noted that the change in $jiuscale
units does not affect the Pji, but affects the cj proportionately.

Another method of estimating the cj values is based on the method
used in PERT technique in estimating the completion time. Similar to
estimating the optimistic and pessimistic time of completing a project
in PERT, a probability level for the "optomistic" and "pessimistic"
fundings can be obtained from the expert judgment. The third probability
value for the "realistic" funding level somewhere between the 'optimistic"
and "pessimistic" levels can be obtained. The linear regression method
can then be applied to compute the cj value.

There may be occasions where it would be difficult to estimate the
Probability of success at various funding levels. In situations like this,
a one-point estimation procedure can be followed. The one-point estimation
essentially involves estimating the probability value at only one funding
level. When the one-point procedure is used the ci can be computed as
follows:

Pi
-ln (1 -

r\J

Ii
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$i = funding level,

Pi = probability of success at the funding level $1, and

k = limiting probability of the j
th

project.

The result of the computerized procedure of the project selection
model using M = 1 and the associated c values is given in Table 4.

Table 4. Allocation of resources to three projects when total
resource, M = 1.

Project
Number

Cumulative
Cumulative
E

Resource
xpected
Reward

3 300 .95 4.159 .622919 .812 .622919 37.40
2 100 1.0 3.164 .285861 .595 .90878 156.45
1 50 .90 3.101 .091222 .284 1.0000 184.87

Table/4 indicates that all the three projects were selected in that
a non-zero amount of resources was allocated to each. When project
Number 3 is allocated .623 units of resources, which is equivalent to
$62,291.90, the probability of successful completion is more than .81. For
the allocation of $28,586.10 on project Number 2, the probability of success-
ful project completion is .595. Similarly, the probability on project
Number Lis .28 when .091 unit of resources'is allocated. -The cumulative
reward from the three projects is 184.87 and represents the maximum
amount possible for any allocation of resources to the three projects.

of-the'prOject seTection'method-implfes'tFat in' order tO obtain
maximum reward for the available resources, the resources should be dis-
tributed as indicated in Table 5. As such, it is beneficial to select
all the three projects at the current monetary constraint. Again, it
should be emphasized that the cumulative reward of 184.87 is all that
can be expected for the available resources expended.

It is emphasized that the project selection model does not replace
the decision-maker. The project selection does not make the final de-
cisions. The project selection model simply supplies management infor-
mation to the decision-maker. It provides guidelines to make decisions.
The final decisions always rest with the aUthdritative manager.

The project selection model gives the manager a means to explore
alternative ways 1 allocating resources to projects. It facilitates
the manager's decl:sion-making. It is a tool by which the manager can
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explore possibilities of adding projects with added resources. The

project selection model is the framework for decision-making. It is a
method for objectively estimating the payoffs for the resources expended.
The manager always has the privilege of overriding the results from the
computerized project selection procedure.

The effect of changes on variable values alters the amount of.re-
sources ($) allocated to each project. In order to demonstrate such
effects, the project selection model has been applied to ten projects
with several arbitrary combinations of variable values. The results
are shown in the following section.

Table 5. Resource allocation when k and r are fixed, M = 5

r k E$
Selection

' Order

KR1 15 100 .7 .68 .248 .248 -863 1

KR2 10 100 .7 .674 .33 .87 -593 3

KR3 5 100 .7 .649 .524 1.8 -330 5

KR4 2 100 .7 .573 .852 3.35 -92 7

KR5 15 100 .7 .19 .64 5.0 35.0 9

KR6 1 100 .7 .44 1.01 4.36 -31 8

KR7 3 100 .7 .615 .703 2.50 -207 6

KR8 7.5 100 .7 .67 .40 1.27 -459 4

KR9 12.0 100 .7 .68 .291 .539 -727 2

KR10 .2 100 .7 - - - -

Effects of Chan es on Variable Values

A set of ten projects was used to demonstrate the effects of alter-
ing the values of the variables. The variable values were altered in one
of four ways: (1) the rj and kj were held constant across ten projects
and the ci was varied from one project to another; (2) the ri and cj
were constant and the ki was varied; (3) the cj and kj were held constant and
rj was altered one projkt to another; and (4) all three variables were
let free. The results are given in Tables 51-8.

The results indicate that the parameter values change the resource
allocation mix. When the k. and ri were held constant across all ten
projects and only the cj was varied, the result shown in Table 5 indicates
that the selection order of projects is directly dependent on the ci value.
The project with the highest ci, namely project code KRI, was the first
project allocated resources, while the project with the least cj (KR10)
was not selected at all. The selection process also shows that as the
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Table 6. Resource allocation when only the k varied, M = 50

Z$

CR1

CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5

CR6
CR7
CR8
CR9

CR10

.5 100 1 .96 6.53

.5 100 .95 .91 6.43

.5 100 .50 .46 5.14

.5 100 .25 .21 3.76

.5 100 .1 .062 1.92

.5 100 .3 .26 4.12

.5 100 .4 .362 4.70

.5 100 .6 .56 5.51

.5 100 .7 .66 5.82

.5 100 .8 .76 6.08

6.53
12.95
35.5
48.08
50.0
44.3
40.2
30.4
24.85
19.04

tE(R) Selection
/ Order

-807.6 1

-625.3 2

-135.9 6

31.2 9

43.6 10

- 11.1 8

- 63.5 7

-228.2 5

-340.6 4

-472.9 3

Table Resource allocation when c and k am fixed, M = 5

Selection

Order

CK1

CK2

CK3
CK4
CK5
CK6
CK7
CK8

CK9

CK10

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

950
200
50

1500
25

100
100

75

10

5

.95

.95

.95

.95

.95

.95

.95

.95

.95

.95

.68

.78

=In

Oa

2.12

2.88

I11.

5.0

-

2.88

627

-

-671.0

2

-

1

-
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Table 8, Resource allocation when all variables varied, M = 5

1

2

.2

.5

2000
200

1.

.7

.45 2.95
_

3

4

.35

.6

1000
25

.5

.9

.24 .77
_

5 1 500 .5 .06 .121

6 5 1000 .95 .91 .61

7 7 100 .2

8 2 50 .5

9 10 5000 1.0 .996 .54

10 1 500 .3 -

4.88

1.92

5.0
1.1

154

Selection
I Order

3656.7 4

-

1871 3

-

3714 5

1392.0 2

-419.3 1

cj increases, the fewer resources are allocated. For examle, the proj-
ect with the cj value of 15.0 was allocated an amount of $.248, where-
as the project with the cj value of .5 was allocated $1.01. Thus, the
relationship between the ci and selection order is direct and the re-
lationship between cj and $j is inverse.

Table 6 shows the results of varying only the kJ (limiting proba-
bility value) and holding other parameters constant. The selectton or-
der of the projects depends on the ki levels. Those projects with a
higher kJ level are selected sooner than those with a lower ki. Simi-
larly as the ki level increases more resources are allocated,"thereby
increasing PJ. Thus, there is a direct positive relationship between
kj, selection order, $j and Pi. As the kj increases, priority level in-
creases, more resources are allocated and the probability of success im-
proves. It can be also noted in Table 6 that the resources are allocated
to projects in such a way that the probability of success approaches the
respective k values.

Table 7 shows the results when the cj and ki are constant and ri
varied. Interestingly enough, only two projects'out of ten were selected.
The project with the highest rj was selected first and the project with
the second highest ri was selected next. Allocation of all resources
between the tivo projects which have very high rj values indicates that
when the c values and k values are constant across all projects, the
projects with relatively very high utility values would contribute more
to the reward.

Ten projects were compiled such that they simulated a rea4 situation.
All three parameter values were varied on the ten projects. The re-
sult of the project selection process LsIshown in Table 8. Unlike pre-
vious situations when only one variable Was varied at a time, complexity
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ma:.es it difficult to infer the selection criterion. As all three vari-
ablQs were varied it is the complex interaction between variables that
obscures direct interpretation of the result. Five out of ten projects
were allocated resources. It appears that the project with high values
on all three variables (project 9) was selected first. Its probability
of success (.996) is very close to its k value (1.0).

It should be remembered that in the above examples total available
resources were set arbitrarily to M = 5 (Tables, 5, 7, 8) or M = 50 (Table
6). They were set so as to demonstrate the effects of the changing values.
It can aI.,o be observed in all examples (Tables 5-8) that as more proj-
ects are added to the selection list the cumulative expected reward in-
creases. When only one project was selected the cumulative expected re-
ward is negative, implying that if no additional resources were allotted
to pr-jects, those projects not selected would contribute a loss to the
cumulative expected reward. The selection procedure operates in such a
way that addition of projects to the selection list decreases the loss.
From the given list of projects the procedure selects those projects and
allocates resources so as to result in the maximum expected reward.

Practical Im lication of the Project Selection Model

The project selection model can serve as a tool in decision-making.
The decision-maker can experiment with the resource allocation and selec-
tion process by varying the parameter values in the selection model. For
example, the decision-maker can simulate with actual projects the alloca-
tion process for differen4 ' 1 limiting probability and sensitivity.
The project selection r les management with the capability of
evaluating alternative nr ,l'ocation mixes depending upon designated
parameter values.

The educational centers are supported by the U. S. Office of Education.
The number of projects that a center can undertake depends on the size of
the grant by the USOE which may vary from time to time. Whenever the
decision-maker suspects that the size of the grant may be increased or
decreased, he has to make decisions on what projects to undertake and what
not to undertake. The project selection model can s6lve some of the
decision-maker's worries. The decision-maker can play with the model by
changing the total money level, M. He can evaluate the project potentials
at dlfferent total available resources. For different M levels, the allo-
cation mix would vary. Using the allocation mix and selection process as
the guide, he can make appropriate decisions.

Another use of the peoject selection model is to determine the mix
of p'rojects. For example, there are five projects and the decision-maker
wants to determine if combining tso projects of the five into one project
would be more beneficial than five separate projects. The project selec-
tion model can be used to determine the effects of combining projects on
reward. First, the five projects can be inputted In the computerized pro-
cedure and the cumulative expected reward can be obtained. Then the four
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projects (three old projects and one new project which is the combination
of two old projects) can be inputted in the procedure and another cumula-
tive expected reward can be obtained. Comparison of the rewards would
indicate if combining two projects into one new project increases the ex-
pected reward. Accordingly the decision can be made as to whether to
combine or not. It should be remembered that the M value is constant,
and the new project has its own utility, sensitivity, and limiting proba-
bility values.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Educational R & D centers are presently under criticism that their
activities offer a mix of research conclusions which could not be readi-
ly matched or intermingled to produce a satisfactory solution to problems.
It has been suggested that the efficiency of the centers can be greatly
improved through a unified, integrated planning R & D system. The pres-
ent study was addressed to the development of such an overall planning
system.

The planning system consists of (1) a procedure to systematize the
formulation of projects and (2) a project selection model to optimize
the expected returns of R & D efforts within resources constraints.

The study is divided into two parts. A general scheme of an R & D
planning system has been developed in the first part with formulation of
projects based on the notion of a meta model, which is a plan that
could assist investigators in model construction. The General Purpose
Simulation System (GPSS) forms the base for the development of a prelim-
inary meta model based on the modular concept.

Information gathering activities needed to load the GPSS model con-
stitute research and development projects. Following the procedure, a
greater number of projects may be generated than the available resources
can accommodate. Hence, a project selection model has been proposed which
can be used to select projects sc, as to maximize the cumulative expected
reward within the available resources.

The feasibility of applying the R & D planning system in a real set-
ting is investigated in the second part of the study. A specific plan-
ning system that can be adopted for the Center for Occupational Education
is described, which is composed of three phases: (1) system analysis,
(2) system evaluation, and (3) project planning phase. The third phrlr,
incorporates the R & D planning system developed in the first par

Procedures of estimating variables are shown and examples given.
Variable values are arbitrarily changed to demonstrate the effect of
changes on the variables on project selection decision-making. The
project selection model is computerized and the program presented in
the appendices.

It is shown that the low-risk projects would be selected when the
utility and sensitivity values are identical across all projects. When
the sensitivity alone changed, the projects with low sensitivity would
be allocated high funding levels. When only the utility value changes,
the projects with high utility values would be selected before those
with low utility.

The major product from this study is the meta model. It contributes
to the eradication of some of the problems facing the educational R & D
centers. The meta model assists in bridging the communication gap that
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exists among the investigators from varied disciplines, as well as serving
as a mediation process, i.e., it may help to reconcile differences among
the investigators.

Another product from the study is the project selection model. The
model provides a decision scheme to allocate the resources optimally to
the projects. However, methods of estimating variale values need ex-
tensive investigation. Alternative ways of estimating the variable values
and of determining their relative effectiveness need to be formulated.

The planning system that is proposed in this study appears to have
intuitive validity. Implementation of the system proposed in this paper
would help to alleviate the situation by leading the educational R & D
centers to more rigorous project selection and concentrated and coordinated
research and development activities.

The intentirns of the educational R & D centers, according to Boyan
and Mason (1968), require the management ability and the organizational
desire to marshall extraordinary human and financial resources into well-
designed sets of continuous and cumlative programmatic activities. The
planning system developed in this study would seem to enforce these in-
tentions.
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Appendix A

A Description of the GPSS Blocks



GPSS Blocks

Generate. For an input-output model, the inputs provide the im-
petus for system activity. Without the inputs, the system is idle.
Therefore, the first activity of the system entails a generation of
inputs (through-puts). This is similar to a recruitment function.

The recruits (inputs) come from various populations whose charac-
teristics are different from one another. Each recruit carries his popu-
lation characteristics. Since some populations are more attractive to
the system than others, the recruits hold different priority values ac-
cording to their population. Each recruit also possesses his own idio-
syncratic characteristics or personal attributes.

The rate of arrival of inputs may be constant or may vary from time
to time. Similarly, the interarrival rate between two transactions (re-
cruits) may be a constant or a variable. All transactions may not come
from one population. It may be necessary to allocate or restrict the
sample size for a population.

The GPSS block which serves the above mentioned purposes is called
the GENERATE block. The GENERATE block creates the transactions that
are inputed to the system. The generation of transactions follow speci-
fi -onditions (statistical distributions). Activation of this block
creates transactions in a given temporal sequence (interarrival times)
with certain priority attributes and characteristics. The following in-
formation is necessary to use this block.

Questions

1. What is the average time between arrival of two transactions?

2. What is the spread (similar to standard deviation of the
arrival rate)?

3. Is the spread a constant or a variable? If it is, a constant,
what is the value? If it is a variable, can it !.Je expressed
as a mathematical function?

4. What is the time that elapses before the first recruit a.;Tives?

5. What is the sample size? How many transactions come from this
population?

6. What is the priority level to be assigned to each of the trans-
actions being generated from that population?

7. How many parameters (attributes) are assigned to each new trans-
action from this population?
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Assign,. Each transaction can carry up to one hundred different at-
tributes with it. It should be remembered that all attributes are numeri-
cal in value. When a transaction undergoes a process or an operation,
changes may take place in one or more of its attributes. For example, a
student's attributes may change as a result of a learning process or
learning experience. In other words, attributes of throughputs are
changed by some operatton. The ASSIGN block represents the system acti-
vity that changes or modifies an attribute of a transaction. This block
is the principal means of establishing the initial values of the param-
eter fields (attributes) of each transaction from a derived population.

Questions

1. Which of the attributes of the entering transaction is to be
altered by this operation?

2. Is a value to be added to the current value, subtracted from
the current value, or to replace the current value with a .

new value?

3. What is the function used to alter the specified parameter?

Index. The INDEX block is similar to the ASSIGN block in that it
modifies the attribute value of a transaction but only to the extent that
the first attribute is modified. No other attribute other than the first
can modified by the INDEX block. This block is very convenient to
suute or replace the first attribute value with some other attri-
butE. The new value of the first parameter can be the value of another
parameter or the result of a constant added to another parameter value.
Thus, the new value of the first parameter, for example, can be the value
of the third parameter plus a constant.

Questions

1. What is the other parameter that is used to make changes on
the first parameter?

2. What is the constant which when added to the parameter value
is assigned to the first parameter?

Priority. When transactions are competing for facilities or storage
spaces, some transactions need to use the equipment prior to other trans-
actions because of the priority level. Thus, some transactions may hold
higher priority and some other transactions may hold low priority. The
PRIORITY block is used to set the priority value for a transaction. The
priority values range from 0 to 127. Higher numerical values indicate
higher priorities.
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Question

1. What is the priority level (number) assiyned to a transaction?

Seize and Release. A facility is a resource unit which can serve
only one transaction at a time. A transaction starts getting serviced
by a facility when the transaction enters a SEIZE block. When a facility
is serving a transaction, another transaction cannot obtain the same fa-
cility. The transaction which is currently using the facility must RE-
LEASE the facility in order for another transaction to use it. The SEIZE
block records the use of the facility by the entering transaction in such
a way that the facility remains in use until the seizing transaction
ehters the corresponding RELEASE block. A transaction can use more
than one facility at a time.

A copy of a book is an example of a facility. Only one student
can use the book at a time. The book is in the student's hand as soon
as he seizes it. He has to give up the book (release) in order that
another student can use it.

Questiod

1, What is the facility that is to be used by the entering
transaction? There should be a corresponding RELEASE
block which will indicate the release of facility by
the entering transaction which had previously seized
the facility.

Preemlt and Return. The PREEMPT block is used in order to free a
facility wlich is currently in use. The transaction which enters the
PREEMPT block suspends the progress of the transaction which is current-
ly using the facility and seizes the facility. However if the facility
is processing a transaction which has already preempted, the entering
transaction cannot free the facility. That is, if the facility is al-
ready in the preempt condition the PREEMPT block can refuse entry to
another transaction. However, there is an exception when the PREEMPT
operates in the priority mode. If the PREEMPT block is operating in the
priority mode, the transaction which has the higher priority value can
use the facility. Thus, if the facility is already operating in the
preempt condition the transaction which seeks the facility can use the
facility if it holds a higher priority value than the transaction which
is currently using the facility. The preempted transaction (the trans-
action which has lost control of the facility) always contends for the
facility. As soon as the preempting transaction (which temporarily
suspended the operation of the facility) releases the facility by en-
tering the RELEASE block, the preempted transaction will seize the fa-
cility. The preempted transaction can do one of two things during the
preempt condition: (1) wait for the facility or (2) perform some other
activity.
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The PREEMPT block temporarily stops the progress of the transaction
which is currently using the facility and permits the preempting trans-
action to obtain the control of the facility. The RETURN block serves
the function of ending the state of preempt condition of the facility.

Questions

1. What is the facility number which is sought by the preempt-
ing transaction?

2. Does the PREEMPT block operate in priority mode?

3. Where does the preempted transaction go?

4. If the preempted transaction is to wait, which of its
attributes records the waiting time?

5. Does the preempted transaction need to contend for the facility?

Enter and Leave. A storage is one of the resources available to
the system. A storage can serve more than one facility at a time. The
ENTER block records the usage of a storage by a transaction. By enter-
ing the ENTER block a transaction can obtain the services of the storage.
A transaction can occupy more than one space (unit) of the storage. Thus,
a transaction can use several units of storage. A library can serve as
an example of a storage. It contains a limited number of books. An enter-
ing student can borrow any number of books that he wants. The ENTER
block keeps the record of the library activity. If the storage is full
the transaction can depend upon the number of units that would be occu-
pied by the transaction which seeks entry. If the entering transaction
demands more storage units than the unused storage units, entry will be
denied to the transaction.

The LEAVE block is the opposi c che ENTER block. The LEAVE

block removes a number of units fr" e contents of the storage. A
transaction need not remove the same number of units that is added to
the storage. However, as many units should ultimately be removed as were
previously added. In the library example, if a student borrows ten books,
he may return five books after some time, then three books, and tdo books
at a later time. However, he must return all the ten books that he bor-
rowed initially.

Questions

1. What is the storage that the entering transaction occupies?

2. How many storage units does the transaction utilize?

3. When the transaction leaves the storage how many storage
units does it free?
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Queue. When a transaction is denied entry to a block it is forced
to waitThis causes delay in the progress of the transaction. The
QUEUE block is used to measure the delay in the flow of transactions.
This block automatically gathers statistical information on the delay
of the transaction, such as average delay time, number of transactions
in the waiting line (queue), and average number of contents in the queue.

Questions

1. What is the queue where the information should be stored?

2. How many time units are added to the content of the queue by
the delayed transaction?

Depart. The DEPART is similar to the LEAVE block. This block is
used to remove a transaction from a queue block. Thus, when a transac-
tion encounters this block, computation of the delay time (waiting) is
immediately stopped. Each QUEUE must have a corresponding DEPART block.
All the contents of a QUEUE block are removed subsequently by one or more
DEPART blocks.

Question

1. When a transaction is removed from the queue how many units
are reduced from the content of the queue?

Logic. A transaction may make a binary decision. For example, a
student passes or fails in a course. Accordingly a record is kept. A
logic switch is the record where set (pass) or reset (fail) condition is
kept. At later points the condition on the logic switch can be used to
make decisions. The LOGIC block is used to determine logic switch con-
dition. The entering transaction in the LOGIC block fixes one of three
conditions on a specified logic switch. The three conditions are set,
reset, or invert.

Questions

1. What is the change made by the entering transaction?

2. What is the logic switch where the change is made?

Gate. The GATE block is a junction block where a decision is made on the
rodaOf a transaction. At this block the path of the transaction is
altered. Decisions depend on the system status. The route of the trans-
action is decided on the basis of the system status and prescribed deci-
sion rules. Thus, the GATE block serves a decision point where the status
of the system is checked and
transaction is made depending upon the specified alternatives.
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The GATE block operates on two modes: a "refusal" or "conditional"
entry mode and a "transfer" or "unconditional entry" mode. The condi-
tional mode does not allow entry to a transaction if specified conditions
are not met. Thus, the conditional mode would allow a transaction to
enter only if the specified condition is satisfied. The transaction is
delayed until the specified or desired condition is accomplished.

In the transfer mode, when the desired condition is not satisfied,
the route of the transaction is altered. Thus, when the system status
is not in a desirable condition, the transaction does not flow in a
sequential order, but takes an alternate path.

There are tNelve system status conditions, of which one is used for
decision-making. There are twelve mnemonics associated with the twelve
conditions. They are:

NU = Facility not in use
U - Facility in use

NI = Facility not in preempt state
I = Facility in preempt state

SE = Storage empty
SNE = Storage not empty
SF = Storage full

SNF = Storage not full
LR = Logic switch in RESET state
LS = Logic switch in SET state
M = Check for MATCH condition
NM = Check for no MATCH condition

In order to use the GATE block the following information is re-
quired:

Questirns

1. What is the system condition to be tested to make decisions?
Select a mnemonic code.

If the desired condition is not met, what does happen to the
transaction?

Transfer. A transaction flows through a system, going from one block
to another. The flow of the transaction is dictated by the system attri-
butes and/or transaction attributes. Normally a transaction moves se-
quentially, flowing from one block to the next sequentially numbered block;
however, this is not always so. The flow may be modified due to system
attributes and/or transaction attributes. Changes in the flow of the
transaction are made at a decision junction, such as the TRANSFER block.

The change of flow is done at the TRANSFER block. The modification
is done in one of four ways: unconditionally, conditionally, statistically,
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or logically. The choice is specified by a mnemonic selection mode. The
mnemonic code blank stands for unconditional transfer which would transfer
the transaction to the specified block. The conditional transfer has three
options--BOTH, ALL, and SIM. Using the BOTH code one can indicate the next
two blocks where the transaction would move to one of the two blocks. If

the transaction cannot find entry to the first indicated block, it will
try to enter the second block. If the second block also does not allow en-
try, then the transaction will enter one of the two blocks which becomes
available. The ALL code allows the testing of many blocks. The first
block and the last path are specified. There is also a provision to
test only selected.blocks between ranges of the first and last blocks.
The SIM condition tests for the condition where all specified blocks are
simultaneously free. If free, the transaction moves to the next sequen-
tially numbered block. If the condition is nt met, the transaction is
delayed until the condition is satisfiec

The statistical transfer refers to the condition where the transac-
tion can take one er: two paths depending upon the specified probability
value.

Questions

1. What is the mnemonic code?

20 What is the next path that the transaction is to take?

3. If statistical condition is used, what is the probability
value associated with each path?

Advance. A transaction moves through the system and operations take
placeW-5"E transaction. Operations take time to work on the transaction.
In other words, the progress of the transaction is delayed. The delay may
be due to the process time. For example, a student takes time to learn.
The ADVANCE block is used to indicate the time taken in processing the
transaction. Thus, this block is used to indicate time to perform an
operation in the system. The time is indicated by arbitrary time units,
called action time.

Questions

1. What is the average action time?

2. What is the spread of the action time? Is it a constant or a
variable? If it is a variable, what is the mathematical
function?

Loop. In some cases a transaction should repeatedly undergo the
same set of operations. The LOOP block facilitates doing just this. By
using the LOOP block a transaction can undergo the same processes many
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times. Thus, the LOOP block can control the number of times a transac-
tion can pass through a section of blocks. The number of cycles depends
upon the content of a parameter of the transaction. For example, if the
content of a parameter is five, then the transaction would cycle five
times. Thus, the content of the parameter serves as a counter for cy-
cling process. It is also necessary to indicate the starting cycling
block.

Questions

1. What is the starting block of the cycle?

2. What is the parameter whose content will be used 1.1.!:, 'rrdicatJ.:

the number of looping process?

Split. In cases where one transaction has to undergo more than
one operation simultaneously, duplicates can be created from th42 trans-
action. For example, in a given time unit, say, a semester a studerat

has to take more than one course at a time. For convenience, IT can be
considered that each course is taken by a different student. To accom-
plish this purpose the SPLIT block can be used. The SPLIT block serves
the function of creating transactions which are not completely new but
are offsprings of a parent transaction. There should exist a transaction
which can be used to create siblings.

The transactions (siblings) which are created by the SPLIT block
hold identical attributes as those of the parent transaction. However,
the offspring need not possess all the attributes that the parent holds.
For example, if the parent has ten attributes, its offspring can be created
such that they possess only the first six parental atp-ibutes. The off-
spring and their parent can be serialized.

Questions

1. How many duplicates (offspring) need to be created?

2. After the creation where do they go next? What is the next
operation (block) on the duplicates soon after their creation?

3. How many of the parental attributes do the offspring inherit?

4. If serialized, what is the parameter where the serial number is
kept?

Assemble. An offspring (a duplicate) can belong to only one parent.
The parent and its offspring (duplicates) are composed under one assembly
set, which can contain any number of transactions (parent and its
duplicates). Each transaction that is created by the GENERA7E block
forms an independent assembly set. Wilen a transaction of an assembly
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set is terminated the content of the assembly set is reduced by one count.
However, the assembly set continues to exist until all members are re-
moved from the set.

Offspring (duplicates) are created by the SPLIT block. The dup'ii-dtes
are created in such conditions when a transaction has to perform more than
one operation simultaneously. The ASSEMBLY block performs the oppositn
operation to that of the SPLIT block. When simultaneous operations ar

over, the duplicates can'be recombined-into one transaciion. The numbel
of duplicates so combined need not be the same as they were generated 1),,
a SPLIT block. For example, the SPLIT block may duplicate ten offspring
from one transaction, giving eleven members in the assembly set. The
ASSEMBLE block may recombine six of these into one, thus leaving an
assembly set consisting of seven members. THE ASSEMBLE block is used to
re-combine a specified number of members of an assembly set. Thus, the
ASSEMBLE block serves the function of collecting the offspring and re-
combining them into one transaction.

Question

1. How many offspring are recombined?

Match. The MATCH is used to synchronize the progress of two trans-
actions of an assembly set. This block checks for the condition rather
than combining two transactions. The match condition is successful when
two siblings enter two MATCH blocks separately, where one MATCH block is
the conjugate of the other. When a transaction enters a MATCH block it
waits until another transaction of the same assembly set enters the con-
jugate MATCH block. After the match occurs the two transactions are ready
to advance. Thus, the progress of the transactions is withheld until the
MATCH occurs.

Question

1. What is the conjugate block?

Gather. When more than two transactions have to be synchronized,
the GPM-IER block can be used. It is similar both to the ASSEMBLE block
and the MATCH block. The GATHER block collects more than tivo transactions
like the ASSEMBLE block, but does not destroy any of the transactions. It

is similar to the MATCH block since it delays the transactions until nec-
essary conditions are satisfied, then the collected transactions may pro-
ceed.

Question

1. What is the number of transactions of the same assembly
set that must arrive at the GATHER block before all
of the transactions are permitted to proceed?
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Mark. A transaction takes time to flow through the system, from
one block to another. The time taken by a transaction to flow through
from one block to another is called transaction "transit" time. When
necessary, the transit time can be computed by using the MARK block.
Whenever a transaction enters the MARK block the current clock time (MARK
TIME) is recorded in a specified attribute of the transaction. The trans-
it time is equal to the current MARK TIME, minus previous MARK TIME. For
example, to measure the transit time of a transaction through a set of
processes the MARK TIME is recorded at the beginning of the processes in
one of the attributes of the transaction. At the completion of the proc-
esses the MARK TIME is recorded on another attribute. The difference be-
tween the contents of the two attributes gives the transit time.

Question

1. What is the attribute where the MARK TIME is recorded?

Savevalue. The SAVEVALUE block serves the function of a bookkeeping
operation. There are several storage units (record books) where informa-
tion is stored. The SAVEVALUE is used to store information in a specified
place. It stores defined values. When a transaction enters this block
the specified information is stored in a cited record for future reference.

Questions

1. What is the SAVEVALUE (record) number where the values should
be stored?

2. What is the value to be stored?

Tabulate. This is similar to the SAVEVALUE block. It stores sta-
tistical information. The TABULATE block serves as an accounting pro-
cedure where necessary statistical analysis is made on the values. The
necessary statistical analysis is defined by TABLE definition cards.
When a transaction enters a TABULATE block it gathers specified infor-
mation according to the specified table definition card.

Questions

1. What is the TABLE definition card where the information
is to be stored?

2. Are the gathered values weighted? If so, by what factor?

Terminate. Each transaction which enters the system should leave
the sTUFUTTimately. A transaction leaves the system when certain con-
ditions are met. For example, a student leaves the school system when
he successfully completes-the requirements. A transadtion comes out of
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the system via the TERMINATE block. The block removes transactions from
the system.

In a simulation process, a "run termination count" is used to indi-
cate the total number of transactions that should run through the system
before printing the final summary statistics of the system variabl2s.
When a transaction enters the TERMINATE block, the transaction removes
a specified number of termination counts. The total terminal count is
reduced by the amount that the transaction carries along with it when
the transaction enters the TERMINATE block. When the terminal count
reaches zero or less the system shuts down. If this does not happen,
the simulation model runs indefinitely. Theo.retically it is feasible
that some transactions may be stranded within the system when the system
shuts down. Unless it is deliberate, caution should be taken that such a
condition (stranding transactions in the system) be avoided.

Question

1. How many terminal counts of transactions are removed from
the system when a transaction enters the TERMINATE block?

Test. The TEST block serves the function of comparing tdo arguments,
and theTesulting condition will dictate the flow of the transaction. The
condition is specified in the form of an algebraic comparison between the
two arguments. If the desired condition exists the transaction will pro-
ceed in the usual manner. If the stated condition does not occur, one of
two actions will be taken on the transaction. The transaction will wait
until the desired condition is attained or the transaction will be directed
next to a specified block. For example, a student's grade can be tested to
see if it meets the passing level. If the grade meets the condition, the
transaction moves in the usual manner. If it is not so, the student may be
asked to repeat the course, or wait until the passing level is changed.

There are six mnemonic codes to specify the desired condition.

L The desired condition is the first argument less than
the second argument.

LE The desired condition is that the first argument is less
IIITLEJ2111.221_12 the second argument.

E If the first argument equals the second, the desired
condition is satisfied.

NE If the'first argument is not equal to the second argu-
ment, the condition is satisfied.

G The desired condition is that the first is greater than
the second.

GE The first argument is 9reater than or egyal to the second
argument
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Questions

1. What is the desired mnemonic code?

2. What is the first argument?

3. What is the second argument?

4. If the desired condition is not satisfied what happens next
to the transaction? What is the next block?

Prior to gathering information for the GPSS blocks, general infor-
mation about the system is deamed necessary to construct flow-charts
of the system. The general information would dictate selection of ap-
propriate blocks whose sequence specified the flow diagram. A procedure
is given in this section which would be helpful in gathering information
about the system so as to use the GPSS blocks in flow-charting the system.

The collection of information can be encompassed under four cate-
gories. Information on the first category deals with the input of the
system. The second category pertains to resources available in the sys-
tem. Information about the system activities forms the third category.
The last is concerned with the output information.

Transaction. Inputs to the system are defined as transactions in the
GPSS terminolOgy. As the inputs initiate the system activities, they form
a good starting point to gather information about the system. Initiation
of system activities starts with generating transactions. The following
questions facilitate collecting information concerning the transaction.

Questions

1. What are the transactions to the system?

2. Identify the populations from which the transactions are drawn.

3. How many different populations are there? Each population re-
quires a GENERATE block.

4. Is there an upper limit on the number of transactions drawn?

5. If so, how many transactions are drawn from each population?
(See GENERATE block).

6. What are the characteristics of each population?

7. Do the characteristics dictate different priority levels
on the transactions? If so, what is the priority level?
(See GENERATE block.)
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8. How many attributes (parameters) are necessary to describe
a transaction? (See GENERATE block.)

9. What are the initial attribute values? (See ASSIGN block.)

Resources. Resources refer to the facilities, storages, and the
logic switches associated with the system. Resources offer services
that the transactions have to use to undergo changes in their attributes.
A facility will offer services to only one transaction at a time. Many
transactions can use the services of a storage. However, a storage has
a finite capacity. A logic switch records the result of binary decision,
which is useful in directing the transactions.

Questions

1. How many facilities are available in the system?

2, How many storages are available in the system?

3. What is the capacity of each storage?

4. How many logical switches are there?

Components. System components refer to the activities that a trans-
action goes through. These activities not only direct transaction flow
hut also modify the transaction attributes. Thus the system activities
can be classified under two groups. The activities under the handling
group dictate the flow of a transaction. The second group of activities
modify or change the transaction attributes.

ues-L_L_ions (Handling Group)

1. How many activities does a transaction undergo simul-
taneously? (See SPLIT block.) This indicates the
number of parallel activity paths of a transaction.

2. When does a transaction have to perform simultaneously?

3. When does the simultaneous operation stop? This indicates
convergence of parallel paths. (See ASSEMBLE block;)

4. What are the processes that delay access to transactions
and by so doing form waiting lines? (See SEIZE and ENTER
blocks.)

5. Where are the waiting lines located? (See QUEUE block.)

6, Do all transacttons have the same priority for processing?
(See PRIORITY and PREEMPT blocks.)
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7. If extant, are there two or more simultaneous activities
that must be satisfied before a transaction can proceed?
(See MATCH and GATHER blocks.)

8. Are the system attributes used to modify or delay the trans-
action flow? (See GATE block.)

9. When is the transaction attribute used to modify the flow?
(See TRANSFER block.)

10. When and what are the two arguments that are used to
change the transaction flow? (See TEST block.)

11. What are the activities that require a set of repeated
operations? (See LOOP block.)

12. When does a transaction leave the waiting line? (See

RELEASE, LEAVE, and DEPART blocks.)

13. How much processing time is required at each facdlity
or storage? (See ADVANCE block.)

After obtaining information about the above questions, and using
the information as guidelines, answer the following questions.

14. What are the major activities of the system?

15. What are the sequential activity paths taken by the trans-
actions?

Questions (Modifier Group)

1. How many times are transactions attributes altered?

2. When do they change?

3. How are they modified? Can any mathematical functions be
developed? If so, what are the functions? (See ASSIGN
block.)

4. When is only the first attribute of the transaction altered?
(See INDEX block.)

5. When are the priority values assigned to the transactions?
(See PRIORITY block.)

6. Is the transit time to be kept? If so, from what initial
point to what terminal point in the system? (See MARK
block.)
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Output. The output information is concerned with bookkeeping per-
taining to system and transaction activities. The information comes out
in printed forms, when all transactions leave the system. It is neces-
sary, however, to specify the record-keeping format.

Questions

1. When does a transaction leave the system? (See TERMINATE
block.)

2. What type of information is co lected? (See Table 9.)

3. What is stored in the system memory for future action? (See
SAVEVALUE and TABULATE block.)

4. How many records (books and tables) are required to keep
the information? (See TABULATE and SAVEVALUE blocks.)

5. Is it necessary to calculate the frequency distribution?
If so, how many frequency classes and what are the upper
limits? (See TABULATE block.)
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Table 9. Standard numerical attributes

Entity Symbol

Transactions

Meaning

Parameter, fullword
halfword

PR Priority
MI Transit Time
MP Parameter Transit Time

Blocks N Total Entry Count
Current Count

Facilities F Status of Facility
FR Utilization (Parts/Thousand)
FC Entry Count
FT Average Time/Transaction*

Storages S Current Contents of Storage
Remaining Contents

SR Utilization (Parts/Thousand)
SA Average Contents*
SM Maximum Contents
SC Entry Count
ST Average Time/Transaction*

Queues Q Current Length of Queue
QA Average Contents*

QM Maximum Contents
QC Total Entry Count
QZ Number of Zero Entries
QT Average Time/Transaction*
QX Average Time/Transaction Excluding Zerq*

Tables TB Table Mean*
TC Entry Count
TD Standard Deviation*

Savevalues X Fullword Savevalue
XH Halfword Savevalue

Groups G Number of Items in Group

Functions FN Function

*Truncated to an integer
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Appendix B

Al orithm for Solvin the Pro ect Selection Problem
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The project selection problem can be stated es follows:

Y =I h.

j=1

subject to

-c .s
J J

Es = M, and s > 0,

where h.= 2r. k..
J J J

The problem satisfies the conditions established by Kuhn and
Tucker, which require that the normal to the functional in the problem
be expressed as a non-negative linear combination of the normals to the
constraints that are critical, that is, the constraints that are satis-
fied fls equalities. These conditions become

= (-cl I
cls1h-; _c2 e-C2s2h2;

-cs;-c.e jj j.;...;
6's

-cn e- cnsnhn)

+ h (1, 1, 1j, ..., 1) + E v. (0,0,...,1i, ...0)
j-1

where vi > 0 and v. = o if S.> so that

-c.s.
jc.e jj=h j5J

c. h. = h -v. Jt.J

where J is the set of all indices for which Si is positive where j0J means
that the associated S- are not members of this- set. That is, for j*J,
sj = 0 in all cases.

If we let A
- ln (c.h.)fj

J J

the (1) and (2) can be written as:

A
fi - cisi = lnp

Rewriting equation (3) as

- s = cic j
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and recalling the constraint that

2: s. = 2: s. = M

j-1 jEJ

equation (5) can be summed to obtain
A
f.

- M = 10A E 1

jeJ c. jEJ c.

or

1 ( E - M).

1/cj jEJ c.

jEJ

Knowing that cisi> 0, jeJ , equation (4) can be rewritten as

< 1 -

q 1/c. (.E
jej J JEJ J

for all rEJ and ciftJ.

The necessary and sufficient condition for the selection of indices
re,J becomes

A f 4
1

AMin fr>-- ( - til)> max f,,reJ E l/c .e, c
jet) Jui qeJ

* A
and the optimal sr, rEJ,

f

* 1 r - 1
j

s - --- r ]E 1/c. (.E - M)c.
Cr J

j
eJ J

jEJ
Algorithm for computer programming:

Compute

A
f = ln (2r.c.k.) for all j where j = 1,2, ... N.

J J J
A

II Sort f.s in decreasing order and renumber such that

A A A
f

1
f2 fN2

and tail respective r k ., and cis .

J J
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III Compute

cl
' '

If ci (1
' cl

and stop.

allocate all resources to first project

If .1'

2
c

1
I 11

c
1

, continue and

4

IV Compute

1 i=1 c.

1 2

- M . If it is greater than f3,
i=1

Ci

Otherwise

V Continue until some project fol is found such that

1 [

i=k 1
m fk 1 .

k

i=1

Then allocate resources to projects 1,2,3, ... k and stop. The k
can range from 1 to N.

VI For each project i selected, i=1,2, .. K, compute

1
A

1 k "s = f. - -
1 C. 1 .4 C.

1 1 j

k=1 cj

where si is the resources allocated to the ith project, and k is the
number of projects to which resources are allocated.

2
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Appendix C

2pjaprilimula for Project Selection
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The computer program of the project selection process is listed be-
low. The program is written in FORTRAN IV language. The program performs
the project selection process on sets of projects, one set at a time. A
set can contain up to one hundred projects. The number of projects in the
set and the total available resources for the set of projects are speci-
fied in a set description card.

Set Descri tion Card Format

Col. 1-4 Number of ;projects in the set (right justified integer).

Col. 5-12 Total resources, M (with a decimal point).

The set description card 4s followed by the project description cards.
A project description card contains (1) project code, (2) sensitivity level
(c), (3) utility (return) value (r), and (4) limitinm probability value (k).
There would be as many project description cards as specified in Col. 1-4
of its set description cards.

Project Description Card Format

Col. 1-4 Project code (four alphanumeric characters).

Col. 5-12 Sensitivity value (c), with a decimal point.

Col. 13-20 Return (utility) value (0, with a decimal point.

Col. 21-28 Limiting probability value (k), with a decimal point.

After performing project selection process on a set of projects, the
program reads the next set description card. Depending upon the number
specified in Col. 1-4 of the set description card, the program either
continues reading the project description cards, or the program terminates
the selection process. In order to terminate the program, the very last
card should contain a zero in Col. 1-4.
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C PROGRAM FOR PROJECT SELECTION MODEL
C FIRST CARD CONTAINS NUMBER OF PROJECTS AND TOTAL AMOUNT OF MONEY

IN (13,F8.0) FORMAT
C EACH PROJECT CODE, SENSITIVITY, RETURN, AND LIMIT.PROBABILITY IN

C AFTER PROCESSING ONE SET OF PROJECTS THE PROGRAM READS THE FIRST CARD
C IF NPROJ = 0, THE PROGRAM TERMINATES

DIMENSION A (100), R(100), PK(100), CODE (100), F(100)
102 READ (1,1) NPROJ, SMON
1 FORMAT (13,F8.0)

IF (MPROJ - 0) 101,101,100
100 E2

WRITE (3,110) NPROJ, SMON
110 FORMAT (II NUMBER OF PROJECTS = '132' TOTAL RESOURCES = 'E16.8)

WRITE_ (3,15)
15 FORMgT ('O CODE SLOPE LIMIT PROBABILITY

1RETURN')
DO 3 J=1, NPROJ
READ (1,2) CODE (J),A(J)*R(J)*PK(J)
E2 = E2+R(J)
F(J) = ALOG (2.*A(J)*R(J)*PK(J))

3 WRITE (3.16) CODE (J),A(J),PK(J),R(J)
16 FORMAT (4X,A4,3X,E16.8,4X,E16.8)

JM = NPROJ - 1

2 FORMAT (A4,3F8.0)
7 JK = 0
DO 4 J = 1,JM
IF (F(J+1) - F(J)) 4,4,5

5 JK = JK+1
J2 = J+1
B = F(J)
F(J) = F(J2)
F(J2) = B
B = A(J)
A(J) = A(J2)
A(J2) = B
B = CODE (J)
CODE (J) = CODE (J2)
CODE (J2) = B
B = PK(J)
PK (3) = PK(J2)
PK(J2) = B
B=PK(J)
R(J) = R(J2)
R(J2) = B

4 CONTINUE
IF (JK) 6,6,7

6 NPS=0
NPS = 0
DO 9 J = 1, JM
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D1 = O.
D2 = O.
DO 8 Ji = 1,J
D1 = DI (1./A(J1)

8 D2 = Ff;"1)/A(J1)1D2
C = (1.0/D1)*(D2-SMON)
NPS = NPS+1

IF (C-F(J+1))9,9,10
10 GO TO 11
9 CONTINUE

NPS = JM+1
D1 - D1 T-1./A(NPS)
D2 = Daff(NPS)/A(NPS)

11 DOL=0.
WRITE (3,18) NPROJ,NPS

18 FORMAT ('l OUT OF '13,' PROJECTS THE PROJECT SELECTION MODEL ALLOC
lATES RESOURCES TO '13,' PROJECTSTO FOLLOWING TABLE SERVES GUID
2ELINES IN DECISION-MAKING')
WRITE (3,20)

20 FORMAT (') PROJ.CODE RETURN SUSC.PROB. ALLOCATED RE
1SOURCE CUM.REWARD CUM.RESOURCE')
El = 0
03 = (1.0/D1)*(02-SMON)
DO 12 J = 1,NPS
D = (1./A(J))*(F(J)-D3)
DOL = DOL+D
P = PK(J)*(1.-EXP(-A(J)*D))
El = E1+(2*R(J)*P)
ER=E1=E2

12 WRITE (3,13) CODE (J),R(J),P,D,ER,DOL
13 FORMAT ('O 'A4,5(2X,E16.8))

GO TO 102
101 CALL EXIT

END
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